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Abstract

The threat posed by climate change and the striving for security of energy supply
are issues high on the political agenda these days. Governments are putting strate-
gic plans in motion to decrease primary energy use, take carbon out of fuels and
facilitate modal shifts.

Taking a prominent place in these strategic plans is hydrogen as a future en-
ergy carrier. A number of manufacturers are now leasing demonstration vehi-
cles to consumers using hydrogen-fueled internal combustion engines (H2ICEs)
as well as fuel cell vehicles. Developing countries in particular are pushing for
H2ICEs (powering two- and three-wheelers as well as passenger cars and buses)
to decrease local pollution at an affordable cost.

This article offers a comprehensive overview of H2ICEs. Topics that are dis-
cussed include fundamentals of the combustion of hydrogen, details on the differ-
ent mixture formation strategies and their emissions characteristics, measures to
convert existing vehicles, dedicated hydrogen engine features, a state of the art on
increasing power output and efficiency while controlling emissions and modeling.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
BDC bottom dead center
BMEP brake mean effective pressure
BTDC before top dead center
CA crank angle
CFD computational fluid dynamics
CFR cooperative fuel research
CI compression ignition
CO carbon monoxide
CO2 carbon dioxide
CPU central processing unit
DI direct injection
DME dimethyl ether
DNS direct numerical simulation
DOE (United States) Department of Energy
EGR exhaust gas recirculation
EZEV equivalent zero emission vehicle
FC fuel cell
FTP federal test procedure
HC hydrocarbon
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HCCI homogeneous charge compression ignition
HEV hybrid electric vehicle
H2 hydrogen
H2FC hydrogen fuel cell
H2ICE hydrogen-fueled internal combustion engine
IMEP indicated mean effective pressure
IR infrared
IVC inlet valve closing
LES Large Eddy Simulation
LHV lower heating value
MBT minimum spark advance for best torque
MN methane number
MON motor octane number
mpg miles per (U.S.) gallon
NO nitric oxide
NOx nitrogen oxides
NSR NOx storage reduction
NTP normal temperature and pressure (300 K, 1 atm)
OEM original equipment manufacturer
pdf probability density function
PFI port fuel injection
RME rapeseed methyl ester
rms root mean square
RON research octane number
RPM revolutions per minute
SCR selective catalytic reduction
SI spark ignition
SOI start of injection
SULEV Super Ultra Low Emission Vehicle
TDC top dead center
THC total hydrocarbons
TLEV transitional low emission vehicle
ULEV ultra low emission vehicle
ULSD ultra low sulphur diesel
UV ultraviolet
WOT wide open throttle
WWMP World Wide Mapping Point
ZEV zero emission vehicle
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Symbols
A (flame) area
DM mass diffusivity
DT thermal diffusivity
L Markstein length
Le Lewis number
p pressure
r (flame) radius
Re Reynolds number
S flame speed
t time
T temperature
u burning velocity
u’ rms turbulent velocity

Greek symbols
α (flame) stretch rate
γ residual gas fraction
λ air to fuel equivalence ratio
ρ density
φ fuel to air equivalence ratio

Subscripts
b burned
exc excess reactant
l laminar
lim limiting reactant
n normal
s stretch-free
t turbulent
u unburned
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1. Introduction

1.1. Incentives and drawbacks for hydrogen as an energy carrier
The current way of providing the world’s energy demand, based primarily

on fossil fuel, is becoming increasingly untenable. Fossil fuel reserves, once
hardly ever given a second thought, now are clearly exhaustible. Fossil fuel prices
have never been more volatile, influenced first by economic acceleration mostly in
China and India and subsequently by economic recession. The difficulty of con-
trolling prices and the uncertain reserves are strong incentives for pursuing energy
security. Global warming and local pollution hot spots associated with fossil fuel
usage are further significant environmental and societal problems.

These are strong drivers for research, development and demonstrations of al-
ternative energy sources, energy carriers, and in the case of transportation, power-
trains. The use of hydrogen as an energy carrier is one of the options put forward
in most governmental strategic plans for a sustainable energy system. The United
States Department of Energy; the European Commission’s Directorate-General
for Research; the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry; the Indian
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy and many others have formulated vision
reports and published funding calls for hydrogen programs [1, 2, 3, 4].

The attractiveness of hydrogen lies in the variety of methods to produce hy-
drogen as well as the long term viability of some of them (from fossil fuels, from
renewable energy: biomass, wind, solar [5], from nuclear power etc.), the variety
of methods to produce energy from hydrogen (internal combustion engines, gas
turbines, fuel cells), virtually zero harmful emissions and potentially high effi-
ciency at the point of its use. Compared to biofuels, a recent study reported the
yield of final fuel per hectare of land for different biomass derived fuels, and of
hydrogen from photovoltaics or wind power [6]. The results show that the energy
yield of land area is much higher when it is used to capture wind or solar energy.
Compared to electricity, using hydrogen as an energy carrier is advantageous in
terms of volumetric and gravimetric energy storage density. However, there are
also serious challenges to overcome when hydrogen is to be used as an energy car-
rier. Although better than batteries in storage terms, its very low density implies
low energy densities compared to the fuels in use today, even when compressed
to 700 bar or liquefied, both of which incur substantial energy losses. Thus dis-
tribution, bulk storage and on board vehicle storage are heavily compromised.
Also, in case of hydrogen-fueled vehicles, care must be taken to ensure that the
well-to-wheel greenhouse gas emission reduction compared to hydrocarbon fuel
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turns out to be positive [7]. Nevertheless, the advantages offered by hydrogen are
significant enough to warrant the exploration of its possibilities.

1.2. Using hydrogen in internal combustion engines: sense or nonsense?
There are numerous works and opinions as to what constitutes the ‘best’ fuel/

energy carrier as well as powertrain: heavily optimized hydrocarbon fueled en-
gines, biofuels, electricity, hydrogen, etc. However, there are always a multitude
of aspects to be taken into account, ranging from well-to-wheel (or cradle-to-
grave) primary energy use, greenhouse gas emissions, tailpipe emissions relating
to local pollution, cost, practicality, to customer acceptance, etc., which clearly
are not all easily scored and ranked, making it very hard to predict the winner(s).
Moreover, there appears to be no silver bullet, and numerous choices merit a de-
tailed study in exploring the possibilities and drawbacks.

Concerning hydrogen as an energy carrier, Shelef and Kukkonen [7] have
compared hydrogen fuel cell (H2FC) vehicles and H2ICE vehicles to gasoline
vehicles and electric vehicles, on the basis of well-to-wheel carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions and primary energy use. Fifteen years have passed since that study,
but overall the arguments and challenges for the implementation of hydrogen as a
vehicle fuel largely hold. However, the data that were used clearly need updating
to see how this affects the conclusions. Shelef and Kukkonen concluded that the
H2FC vehicle could decrease primary energy use and greenhouse gas emissions
compared to gasoline and natural gas vehicles, but that H2ICE vehicles increased
both. However, a recent study at Argonne National Laboratory that compares the
fuel economy potential of hydrogen powertrains to conventional gasoline vehicles
concludes that by 2045 a H2ICE hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) would only con-
sume 9 % more than a H2FC HEV, as a result of the recent and expected future
significant improvements in hydrogen engine technology [8].

Thus, the perceived large difference in fuel economy between a H2FC HEV
and H2ICE HEV is lower than frequently reported and will decrease over time.
Currently, H2ICEs are much cheaper than H2FCs, both directly and in terms of
fuel cost (with high fuel purity requirements for the H2FCs). Furthermore, using
ICEs allows bi-fuel operation (e.g., the engine can run on gasoline as well as on
hydrogen), alleviating fuel station density and autonomy requirements. This could
facilitate the start-up of a hydrogen infrastructure, where the experience gained
with transport, fueling and storage directly translates to fuel cell vehicles.

This explains the U.S. Department of Energy’s position that while FC vehicles
consistently achieve the highest fuel efficiency, the H2ICE can serve as a bridg-
ing technology and might help in the development of the infrastructure needed
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for hydrogen fuel [1]. Similarly, the well-to-wheels study of the European Com-
mission’s Directorate General Joint Research Center, in cooperation with CON-
CAWE and EUCAR, concludes that H2ICE vehicles are available in the near term
at a lower cost than fuel cell vehicles [9].

1.3. Motivation and outline
This paper sets out to review hydrogen engine technology. It does not discuss

where, when and if hydrogen should be used as an energy carrier. The previ-
ous sections provide a brief summary of the attractiveness of using hydrogen, the
interest in H2ICEs and a warning about the challenges.

Previous articles have already discussed hydrogen engine technology, with
excellent reviews by Das [10, 11], Eichlseder et al. [12] and White et al. [13]. Most
of these papers focus on the application without attention to the fundamentals of
hydrogen combustion, and mostly cover only certain aspects of H2ICEs. Given
the multitude of recent studies as well as ongoing efforts in developing H2ICEs
and H2ICE vehicles, it is considered timely to offer a comprehensive review.

The following starts out by considering the fundamental properties of hydro-
gen and hydrogen combustion. Some important H2ICE features can already be
expected from the physical and chemical properties of hydrogen compared to hy-
drocarbons; these are discussed in Section 2.1. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 cover the
laminar and turbulent burning velocities of hydrogen mixtures at engine condi-
tions, to set the stage for Section 3 on modeling of H2ICEs and subsequent chap-
ters. In most of the initial work on H2ICEs, abnormal combustion encountered
with operation on hydrogen was the main subject, so this is covered in Section 4,
after which engine features are discussed (Section 5) which allow the operation of
a hydrogen-fueled engine. For these designated or converted hydrogen engines,
Section 6 discusses the possibilities of controlling the power output while striving
for maximum efficiency and minimum emissions. Section 7 reviews some safety
aspects (those relevant to experimental H2ICE work), after which the performance
of H2ICEs in vehicles is evaluated using selected examples in Section 8. Section
9 presents the use of mixtures of other fuels with hydrogen. Concluding Sec-
tions 10 and 11 summarize the gaps remaining in current knowledge and the most
important points from the current work.

Experimental data presented to clarify the effects of heat flux (Section 3.4),
combustion anomalies (Section 4) and mixture formation (Sections 3.1 and 6) on
combustion were collected on automotive-size single-cylinder research engines
operated at the Center for Transportation Research at Argonne National Labora-
tory, the Institute for Internal Combustion Engines at Graz University of Tech-
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nology and the Department of Flow, Heat and Combustion Mechanics at Ghent
University.

2. Fundamentals

2.1. Physical and chemical properties of hydrogen relevant to engines
Starting from some physical and chemical properties of hydrogen and hydrogen-

air mixtures, a number of H2ICE features can already be defined or expected.
Table 1 lists some properties of hydrogen compared to methane and iso-octane

[14, 15, 16, 17], which are taken here as representing natural gas and gasoline,
respectively, as it is easier to define properties for single-component fuels. The
small and light hydrogen molecule is very mobile (high mass diffusivity) and leads
to a very low density at atmospheric conditions.

The wide range of flammability limits, with flammable mixtures from as lean
as λ = 10 to as rich as λ = 0.14 (0.1 < φ < 7.1) allows a wide range of engine
power output through changes in the mixture equivalence ratio. The flammabil-
ity limits widen with increasing temperature, with the lower flammability limit
dropping to 2 vol% at 300 oC (equivalent to λ = 20 / φ = 0.05) [18]. The
lower flammability limit increases with pressure [18], with the upper flammabil-
ity limit having a fairly complex behavior in terms of pressure dependence [19]
but of lesser importance to engines. As will be discussed later, in practice, the lean
limit of H2ICEs is reached for lower air to fuel equivalence ratios than mentioned
above, in the vicinity of λ = 4 / φ = 0.25. The lower flammability limit is mostly
determined by the classical method of flame propagation in a tube. As mentioned
above, the mass diffusivity of hydrogen is high, and this causes a difference in the
limit for upward or downward propagating flames, due to preferential diffusion
in the presence of buoyancy [20, 21] (see Section 2.2). For upward propagat-
ing flames, mixtures as lean as 4 % hydrogen in air are still flammable but are
non-coherent and burn incompletely. The value of 4 % pertains to one particular
experimental configuration, so in real-world situations, the limit may well be be-
low 4 % (or above, depending on conditions). The absolute limit is thus not well
known even today. However, this limit is important for safety considerations but
less so for engine combustion.

The minimum ignition energy of a hydrogen-air mixture at atmospheric con-
ditions is an order of magnitude lower than for methane-air and iso-octane-air
mixtures. It is only 0.017 mJ, which is obtained for hydrogen concentrations of
22− 26 % (λ = 1.2− 1.5 / φ = 0.67− 0.83) [22]. The minimum ignition energy
is normally measured using a capacitive spark discharge, and thus is dependent on
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the spark gap. The figure quoted above is for a gap of 0.5 mm. Using a 2 mm gap,
the minimum ignition energy is about 0.05 mJ and more or less constant for hy-
drogen concentrations between 10 % and 50 % (λ = 0.42−3.77, φ = 0.27−2.38),
with a sudden increase when the concentration of H2 is below 10 % [22].

The quenching distance can be experimentally derived from the relation be-
tween the minimum ignition energy and the spark gap size [23] or directly mea-
sured [24]. It is minimal for mixtures around stoichiometry, and decreases with
increasing pressure and temperature. As can be seen in Table 1, it is about one-
third that for methane and iso-octane. This affects crevice combustion and wall
heat transfer, as will be discussed later.

Finally, note the large difference between the lower and higher heating values
of hydrogen compared to methane and iso-octane, which is easily explained as
H2O is the sole combustion product of hydrogen. Also note the large difference in
stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio of hydrogen compared to methane and iso-octane,
as well as the large difference in stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio in mass terms
versus in mole terms.

The properties of the different fuels also determine their ability to efficiently
store enough energy on board a vehicle. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
has set goals for volumetric as well as gravimetric storage densities of hydrogen
storage systems. Figure 1 shows a comparison of DOE targets, current energy
density levels of gaseous as well as liquid hydrogen storage systems as well as
the energy density of gasoline and a lithium ion battery system for comparison.
Neither compressed nor liquid hydrogen storage can currently meet the 2010 DOE
goals of 1.5 kWh/L and 2 kWh/kg, respectively [25].

Table 2 lists the properties of hydrogen-air mixtures, at stoichiometric and at
the lean limit mentioned above, compared to stoichiometric methane-air and iso-
octane-air mixtures [14, 15, 16, 17]. The volume fraction of fuel in the fuel-air
mixture can be directly calculated from the molar stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio
listed in Table 1. The large volume fraction occupied by hydrogen has conse-
quences for the attainable engine power density (see further below). Combined
with the wide flammability limits, it also has an important effect on mixture prop-
erties such as the kinematic viscosity, thermal conductivity, etc. These properties
vary much more than in conventionally fueled engines. This affects, for example,
non-dimensional numbers used in modeling (see Section 3), such as Reynolds
numbers, which can substantially differ from the numbers for hydrocarbon com-
bustion. The comparatively large variation in mixture density and thus, the speed
of sound, affects the gas dynamics in engines with external mixture formation.

An increased ratio of specific heats results in an increased amount of compres-
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sion work. However, the actual compression work, particularly for direct injection
operation, strongly depends on the injection strategy (see Section 6). Calculations
have shown that injection timing and duration are the dominating factors com-
pared to the fuel properties, and efficiency benefits of up to 4 % can be gained
when employing an optimized injection strategy [26].

There is some ambiguity concerning the autoignition temperature of fuels in
general and hydrogen in particular. For instance, for methane values have been
found ranging from 810 K [27] to 868 K [28]. For hydrogen, values were found
from 773 K [29] to 858 K [30]. Some sources list the autoignition temperature
for hydrogen as lower than that for methane; other sources list the opposite. This
ambiguity can be at least partly explained by the sensitivity of autoignition temper-
atures to the experimental apparatus, the experimental procedure and the criterion
used for defining the value [31].

For spark ignition engines, with a propagating flame front, autoignition of
the unburned mixture ahead of the flame front is unwanted, as it can result in
knocking1 combustion. The efficiency of a spark ignition engine is influenced
by the compression ratio and the ignition timing (among others), the choices of
which are dependent on the autoignition temperature of the fuel-air mixture, so
this is an important parameter. For liquid hydrocarbons, the octane rating is more
commonly used as a measure of the propensity of a fuel-air mixture to undergo
pre-flame reactions. For hydrogen, a research octane number (RON) in excess of
130 and a motor octane number (MON) of 60 have been reported [33, 34]. It is
also noteworthy that for the determination of the “methane number” of a gaseous
fuel, hydrogen is taken as a reference fuel, having a methane number of zero [35],
giving the impression that it is very prone to knock (for details, see Section 4).

The laminar burning velocity of stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixtures is much
higher than that of methane and iso-octane. However, if lean-burn strategies are
used, the burning velocity can be much lower (see value for λ = 4 / φ = 0.25).
For mixtures around stoichiometry, the high burning velocity and high adiabatic
flame temperature point to high nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions (see later). The
laminar burning velocity of hydrogen mixtures is extensively discussed in Section
2.2.

Combining the lower heating value (LHV) of hydrogen, its density and the

1The term “knock” is commonly used to denote end-gas autoignition but in itself is a poor term,
as it denotes the physical manifestation of abnormal oscillations in the cylinder pressure [32] and
can also result from, e.g., surface ignition.
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stoichiometric air requirement, one can calculate the maximum theoretical power
density of different engine concepts. Table 3 compares the theoretical power den-
sity of hydrogen- and methane-fueled engines with an iso-octane-fueled engine as
the reference. Values for both port fuel injection (PFI) engines and direct injection
(DI) engines are quoted. Note the large difference for the gaseous fuels, with a
(theoretical) power density increase of 38 % for hydrogen when switching from
PFI to DI.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the possibility of qualitative load control (chang-
ing the mixture richness at wide open throttle (WOT)), the tolerance for substantial
mixture dilution (either through excess air or exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)), the
high autoignition temperature (allowing high compression ratios) and the gener-
ally fast burn rate, all are factors contributing to potentially high engine efficien-
cies. As will be discussed in Section 6, this has been experimentally confirmed.
As will be briefly discussed in Section 3.4, however, heat losses from cylinder
gases to the combustion chamber walls can be higher with hydrogen compared to
conventional fuels, negatively affecting efficiencies.

2.2. Laminar burning velocity, influence of preferential diffusion
The laminar burning velocity, ul, of a fuel-air mixture is an important physico-

chemical property due to its dependence on pressure, temperature, mixture equiv-
alence ratio and diluent concentration. It affects the combustion rate in an engine,
the equivalence ratio limits for stable combustion, the tolerance for EGR etc. Most
engine combustion models assume the flame structure to be that of a (stretched)
laminar flame, with the effect of the in-cylinder turbulence to be one of stretching
and wrinkling the flame, thereby increasing the flame area. Consequently, data on
the laminar burning velocity and its dependence on pressure, temperature, mixture
composition and stretch rate are a prerequisite. In the following, the available data
are discussed, along with the effects of preferential diffusion. These effects have
long been known [36] but are not always familiar to engine researchers. As the
effects are very pronounced for the case of hydrogen, the issue is discussed here
at some length.

2.2.1. Flame front instabilities
Several mechanisms exist that can trigger instability of a laminar flame. As

these instabilities have important implications on hydrogen combustion, this sec-
tion gives a brief overview of the effects a disturbance (perturbation) can have on
a flame front, mainly from a phenomenological point of view [37, 38, 39].
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When the laminar flame is regarded as a passive surface (an infinitely thin in-
terface separating low density burned gases from higher density unburned gases),
a wrinkling of the flame front will not affect the flame intensity but will increase
the volumetric burning rate through increased flame area. The discontinuity of
density (ρu → ρb) causes a hydrodynamic instability known as the Darrieus–
Landau instability [37, 38]. Simply speaking, a wrinkle of the flame front will
cause a widening of the streamtube to the protrusion of the flame front into the
unburned gases, resulting in a locally decreased gas velocity. This will cause a
further protrusion of this flame segment as the flame speed remains unchanged
(because the flame structure is not affected). Thus, a flame is unconditionally un-
stable when only considering hydrodynamic stretch and neglecting the effect of
flame stretch (see later) on the structure of the flame.

The lower density of the burned gases compared to the unburned gases is also
the cause for a second instability arising from gravitational effects. This body-
force or buoyant instability, also known as the Rayleigh–Taylor instability, arises
when a less-dense fluid is present beneath a more-dense fluid; such is the case in,
e.g., an upwardly propagating flame.

Finally, flame instability can be caused through unequal diffusivities [37, 38].
As the flame propagation rate is largely influenced by the flame temperature, and
this is in turn influenced by the conduction of heat from the flame front to the
unburned gases and the diffusion of reactants from the unburned gases to the
flame front, a perturbation of the balance between diffusivities can have impor-
tant effects. Three diffusivities are of importance: the thermal diffusivity of the
unburned mixture (DT ) the mass diffusivity of the so-called deficient2 reactant
(DM,lim) and the mass diffusivity of the so-called excess3 reactant (DM,exc). The
ratio of two diffusivities can be used to judge the stability of a flame when sub-
jected to a perturbation or flame stretch.

The Lewis number Le of the deficient reactant is defined as the ratio of the
thermal diffusivity of the unburned mixture to the mass diffusivity of the deficient
reactant:

Le =
DT

DM,lim

(1)

If this Lewis number is greater than unity, the thermal diffusivity exceeds the

2This refers to the reactant limiting the rate of reaction. Thus, in a lean flame, the deficient
reactant is the fuel; in a rich flame, it is oxygen.

3For a lean flame, this is oxygen; for a rich flame, this is the fuel component.
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mass diffusivity of the limiting reactant. When this is the case, a wrinkled flame
front will have parts that are “bulging” towards the unburned gases lose heat more
rapidly than diffusing reactants can compensate for. The parts that recede in the
burned gases, on the contrary, will increase in temperature more rapidly than being
depleted of reactants. As a result, the flame speed of the “crests” will decrease and
the flame speed of the “troughs” will increase, which counteracts the wrinkling
and promotes a smooth flame front. The mixture is then called thermo-diffusively
stable. When the Lewis number is smaller than unity, similar reasoning shows
that a perturbation is amplified, which indicates unstable behavior.

Another mechanism involving unequal diffusivities is the following: when
the limiting reactant diffuses more rapidly than the excess reactant (DM,lim >
DM,exc), it will reach a bulge of the flame front into the unburned gases more
quickly and cause a local shift in mixture ratio. As in this case, the more diffusive
reactant is the limiting reactant, the local mixture ratio will shift so that it is nearer
to stoichiometry, and the local flame speed will increase. Thus, a perturbation is
amplified and the resulting instability is termed a preferential diffusion instability.
This mechanism is easily illustrated by the propensity of rich heavier-than-air
fuels (e.g., propane/air [40], iso-octane/air [41]) and lean lighter-than-air fuels
(e.g., methane/air [42, 43], hydrogen/air [40]) to develop cellular flame fronts
(see also the review paper by Hertzberg [21]). The selective diffusion of reactants
can be viewed as a stratification of the mixture [44].

Both mechanisms involving unequal diffusivities are sometimes called differ-
ential diffusion instabilities, or instabilities due to non-equidiffusion.

In reality, all mechanisms described above are simultaneously present. Dis-
turbances of a flame front causing it to deviate from a steady planar flame can be
summarized in one scalar parameter, the rate of flame stretch, α, which is defined
as the normalized rate of change of an infinitesimal area element of the flame:

α =
1

A

dA

dt
(2)

The combined effect of the instability mechanisms is dependent on the magnitude
of the stretch rate. For instance, thermo-diffusively stable spherically expanding
flames start out smooth, as the stretch rate is initially high enough for thermo-
diffusion to stabilize the flame against hydrodynamic instability. For small to
moderate rates of stretch, the effect of stretch on the burning velocity can be ex-
pressed to first order [37] by:

ul − un = Lα (3)
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where the subscript “n” denotes the stretched value of the normal burning veloc-
ity, and L is a Markstein length. Depending on the sign of L and whether the
flame is positively or negatively stretched, the actual burning velocity can be in-
creased or decreased compared to the stretch-free burning velocity, ul. A positive
Markstein length indicates a diffusionally stable flame, as flame stretch decreases
the burning velocity. Any disturbances (wrinkles) of the flame front will thus tend
to be smoothed out. A negative Markstein length indicates an unstable flame. A
perturbation of the flame front will then be enhanced, and such flames quickly
develop into cellular structures. The Markstein length is also a physicochemical
parameter that embodies the effect of a change in flame structure when the flame
is stretched. Thus, when measuring burning velocities, it is important that this
is done at a well-defined stretch rate and the Markstein length is simultaneously
measured so that the stretch-free burning velocity can be calculated. It has taken
a while for the effects of stretch to be understood and for measuring methodolo-
gies to be developed that could take the effects into account. As illustrated in the
following section, this is the main reason for the large spread in the reported data
on hydrogen mixture burning velocities throughout the years.

2.2.2. The laminar burning velocity at atmospheric conditions
Contemporary reviews of data and correlations for the laminar burning veloc-

ity of hydrogen-air mixtures show a wide spread of experimental and numerical
results [45, 46]. Figure 2 plots laminar burning velocities against the equivalence
ratio for hydrogen-air mixtures at normal pressure and temperature (NTP). Note
the large difference in burning velocities, with stoichiometric burning velocities
varying from 2.1 m/s up to 2.5 m/s, with even larger differences for the lean mix-
tures (e.g., for λ = 2 from 56 cm/s to 115 cm/s). The cause of this large spread
can be found in the influence of the flame stretch rate on experimentally observed
burning velocities.

The solid symbols in Fig. 2 denote stretch-free burning velocities (or rather,
burning velocities that were corrected to account for the effects of the flame stretch
rate), as measured by Taylor [47], Vagelopoulos et al. [48], Kwon and Faeth [49]
and Verhelst et al. [50]. The open symbols denote other measurements that did
not take stretch rate effects into account, as reported by Liu and MacFarlane [51],
Milton and Keck [52], Iijima and Takeno [53] and Koroll et al. [54]. These ex-
periments result in consistently higher burning velocities, with the difference in-
creasing for leaner mixtures.

Because of the very high mass diffusivity of hydrogen (the highest of all fuels),
a lean to stoichiometric hydrogen/air flame (i.e. for equivalence ratios such as
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used in homogeneous charge hydrogen engines) will be diffusionally unstable,
both from the Lewis number (DT � DM,H2) as from the preferential diffusion
(DM,H2 � DM,O2) point of view. Thus, these flames are very sensitive to the
flame stretch rate. Figure 3 shows schlieren photographs of a centrally ignited
λ = 1.43 / φ = 0.7, 365 K, 1 bar H2-air flame propagating in a constant volume
“bomb” [46].

The flame starts out smooth but quickly evolves into a fully cellular flame.
From image processing of the schlieren photographs, the flame radius, r, can be
obtained as a function of time, t. Figure 4 plots the flame speed, Sn = dr/dt,
versus the flame stretch rate, α, which can be calculated as 2Sn/r for spherically
expanding flames. In spherically expanding flames, the flame starts out highly
stretched and as the flame grows, the stretch rate decreases; thus Fig. 4 should be
read from right to left. Such a plot demonstrates a number of things. First, the
methodology of obtaining stretch-free flame speeds. This can be seen from the
data points between the “spark affected” and “cellular” regions. After the effects
of the spark “boost” have decayed, a regime is found where the flame speed varies
linearly with the flame stretch rate. This can be used to extrapolate towards zero
stretch and obtain a stretch-free flame speed, Ss (as illustrated in Fig. 4, in this
case Ss = 8.9 m/s). After dividing Ss by the density ratio of unburned to burned
gases, ρu/ρb, one obtains the laminar burning velocity, ul (for this particular case,
ul = 1.77 m/s).

In principle, this procedure does not produce the laminar burning velocity that
would be found by a steady, planar ideal computation with perfect thermodynam-
ics, transport and chemical kinetics. Equation 3 applies only in the linear range
which actually occurs at low stretch (the cellular range in the figure). However,
the procedure illustrated in Fig. 4 is a convenient one leading to a very good ap-
proximation of ul.

A second property that can be derived from Fig. 4 is the slope of the linear
relation between Sn and α, which is called the burned gas Markstein length, Lb,
and is a measure of the sensitivity of the flame to flame stretch. The sign of
Lb is indicative of the thermodiffusive stability of the flame: if Lb is positive, Sn

decreases for increasing α, so that flame perturbations (causing an increase in local
stretch rate) are smoothed out, leading to a stable flame. In the case of Fig. 4, Lb is
positive, so the flame is diffusively stable. In this case, thermo-diffusion initially
stabilizes the flame against the inherent hydrodynamic stability. When the stretch
rate falls below a critical stabilizing value, the flame becomes cellular [55, 56].
This can be seen clearly in Fig. 4 from the sudden acceleration of the flame once
the flame stretch rate drops below roughly 500 s−1.
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This behavior is probably the reason for the large spread in burning velocities
shown in Fig. 2: the correlations by Liu and MacFarlane [51], Milton and Keck
[52], Iijima and Takeno [53] and Koroll et al. [54] were derived from data that did
not take the effects of the stretch rate into account. As just explained, the flame
stretch rate can cause an increase in burning velocity or flame acceleration due to
cellularity.

When comparing the burning velocities predicted by, for example, the exper-
imental correlation of Iijima and Takeno [53] with the measurements performed
by Verhelst et al. [50], it can clearly be seen that the burning velocities of Iijima
and Takeno are all in the cellular region. As Iijima and Takeno calculated burning
velocities from pressure records obtained from bomb explosions, flame instabil-
ities could not be seen. If the larger radii were used in the derivation of burning
velocities, the flames would have developed cellularity. Figure 5 illustrates this:
burning velocity predictions obtained with the correlation of Iijima and Takeno
were multiplied by the density ratio to give flame speeds and were added to the
Sn vs. α plot for some NTP hydrogen-air flames [46]. The predictions all fall
in the cellular region, which explains the consistently higher values. The burner
measurements of Liu and MacFarlane [51] and the double kernel measurements
of Koroll et al. [54] also report higher burning velocities. The deviations with
the stretch-corrected measurements increase when going leaner, which could be
explained by the decreasing Markstein length (with Lb negative and thus becom-
ing larger in absolute value), resulting in a larger increase in the burning velocity
when the flame is positively stretched. The measurements of Liu and MacFarlane
are highly stretched due to the very small nozzle used in their measurements [57].

The burning velocity for a stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture predicted by
the correlation by Milton and Keck [52] is lower than the values obtained with
stretch rate correction (see Fig. 2), which could also be due to stretch (a stoichio-
metric hydrogen-air flame is stable and will thus propagate slower when subjected
to positive stretch), if the burning velocity was taken at a small flame radius (i.e.,
before the onset of cellularity).

The stretch-free measurements show reasonably good correspondence, although
the values reported by Vagelopoulos et al. [48] are lower than the others. All
bomb-derived data (Taylor [47], Kwon and Faeth [49] and Verhelst et al. [50])
correspond closely.

Note that the very rich equivalence ratio at which the laminar burning velocity
peaks (see Fig. 2: ul peaks at λ ∼ 0.6 / φ ∼ 1.7) can also be explained by the
high mass diffusivity of hydrogen [21]. It is noteworthy that the equivalence ratio
at which ul peaks is much richer than the equivalence ratio at which the flame
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temperature peaks (around stiochiometry).
To conclude this section, Fig. 6 compares stretch-free burning velocities at

atmospheric pressure and∼ 360 K [41, 43, 46, 58] for hydrogen, methane and iso-
octane as a function of equivalence ratio. The figure demonstrates the much higher
laminar burning velocity of hydrogen-air mixtures and its strong dependence on
the equivalence ratio.

2.2.3. The laminar burning velocity at engine conditions
The previous section demonstrated that care must be taken in using published

data for the laminar burning velocity of hydrogen mixtures. The section high-
lighted this for atmospheric conditions. The current section discusses the laminar
burning velocity at engine conditions.

There are very few data available at engine conditions. The range of conditions
covered by the correlations of Liu and MacFarlane [51], Milton and Keck [52],
Iijima and Takeno [53] and Koroll et al. [54], mentioned above, include lean to
rich mixtures and elevated temperatures (up to 550 K) and pressures (up to 25
atm). However, as discussed previously, they did not account for the effects of
stretch and instabilities, which grow stronger with pressure as the flame thickness
decreases [50].

Experimental data [59] show hydrogen/air flames at atmospheric conditions
to have positive Markstein lengths close to stoichiometric, but all mixture ratios
with λ ≥ 1 / φ ≤ 1 have negative Markstein lengths as soon as the pressure
exceeds about 4 bar. The consequence of this increasing instability with pressure
is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows schlieren photographs of a λ = 1.25 / φ = 0.8,
300 K, 5 bar H2-air flame.

In this case, the flame is cellular from inception onwards, accelerating through-
out its growth. The flame speed increases faster than linearly with decreasing
flame stretch rate, consequently the methodology of obtaining stretch-free burn-
ing velocities ul (and its dependence on stretch rate), described in the previous
section, is no longer applicable [50, 60]. To study the influence of temperature,
pressure and residual gas content, Verhelst et al. [46, 50] determined the burn-
ing velocity of a spherically expanding flame at a flame radius of 10 mm, for
1 ≤ λ ≤ 3.3 / 0.3 ≤ φ ≤ 1, 300 K ≤ T ≤ 430 K, 1 bar ≤ p ≤ 10 bar and 0 %
≤ f ≤ 30 % (with f , the residual gas content, in vol%). This burning velocity is
not a fundamental parameter but, as the authors claim, is indicative of the burning
rate at a fixed, repeatable condition, representing a compromise that involves a
sufficiently large radius to minimize the effects of the spark ignition, while being
small enough to limit the acceleration due to the instabilities. It is noteworthy that
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these are the only data that include the effects of residual gas content, an important
parameter, given the operating strategies that are proposed for H2ICEs (see Sec-
tion 6). A correlation for the burning velocity was derived from this experimental
data and partly validated using an engine code [61].

An alternative methodology has been proposed to obtain ul and Markstein
lengths at higher pressures, also from freely expanding spherical flames. The
laminar burning velocity ul as well as Markstein numbers have been reported for
equivalence ratios from λ = 3.3 / φ = 0.3 up to stoichiometric, for pressures of
1, 5 and 10 bar [60]. However, this involved numerous experiments and very high
camera frame rates, but experimental uncertainty is rather high, especially on the
Markstein lengths.

An alternative to experimental determination is the use of a one-dimensional
chemical kinetics code to calculate ul. The H2/O2 system is one of the simplest
reaction mechanisms, it is fairly well known (with more than 100 mechanisms
reported in the literature, e.g., [62]) and computations of ul are reasonably fast.
However, it is perhaps surprising to learn that even for this simple system, there
still exists a number of uncertainties, as recently reviewed by Konnov [63]. As the
previous discussion has shown, stretch-free data are scarce, especially at engine-
like conditions. Thus, validation of reaction mechanisms is very limited at best.

Results were reported using a chemical kinetics code to calculate ul, using sev-
eral published reaction mechanisms [46, 64]. First, from initial results the reaction
mechanism of Ó Conaire et al. [65] was chosen as it gave the best correspon-
dence with the selected experimental data at atmospheric conditions. Secondly,
calculation results were compared with the experimental results from Verhelst et
al. [46, 50] for a range of pressures, temperatures, equivalence ratios and resid-
ual gas fractions. Note that these experimental results are not stretch-free burning
velocities (see above). The authors report that the calculations break down for
(very) lean mixtures and higher pressures. The inability of steady, planar calcu-
lations to predict burning velocities at very lean mixtures in correspondence with
experimentally observed values has recently been elucidated by Williams and Gr-
car [66]. For moderately lean to stoichiometric mixtures, the effect of temperature
and dilution with residuals is reported to be predicted reasonably well. The au-
thors conclude that simulations of the effect of residuals could thus be considered
to replace experiments with residuals, which are rather cumbersome.

Bradley et al. [60] compare their stretch-free data at 5 and 10 bar to calcula-
tions using the reaction mechanisms of Ó Conaire et al. [65] and Konnov [67].
The results using Konnov’s scheme are reported to correspond to the experimen-
tal results within the rather large uncertainty bands. Knop et al. [58] propose a
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correlation for ul for use in an engine code, based on published experimental re-
sults and chemical kinetic calculations. The comparison between simulated and
measured engine cycles reported in the paper represents a limited validation of
the correlation. Other studies reporting correlations based on chemical kinetic
calculations are cited in Section 3 on modeling.

To conclude this section: the current state is that experimental data of laminar
burning velocities of hydrogen-air mixtures at engine conditions are mostly non-
existent, and (consequently) numerical data are nonvalidated. Clearly, this is an
area requiring further study. Konnov [63] wrote, “new accurate measurements
of hydrogen burning velocities are therefore extremely important for [reaction
mechanism] validation”.

However, as discussed above, accurate burning velocity measurements at lean
conditions are next to impossible because of instability. An alternative approach
is to test reaction mechanisms on the basis of measured autoignition times [68].

2.3. Turbulent burning velocity
The turbulent burning velocity, ut, of hydrogen mixtures is a convenient pa-

rameter to calculate the fuel mass burning rate in a hydrogen engine. Contrary to
the laminar burning velocity, it depends not only on the mixture properties but also
on the flow, the geometry and the history of the flame [69]. In light of the previ-
ous section, an important question is, to what extent flame stretch and instabilities
influence the turbulent burning velocity of hydrogen flames.

2.3.1. Experimental and numerical work on the role of instabilities and the effects
of stretch on ut

First, an overview is given on work evaluating the effect of stretch and laminar
flame instabilities on turbulent combustion. A lot of work is devoted to this subject
(see the excellent review paper by Lipatnikov and Chomiak [70]). The following
overview is limited to work including hydrogen mixtures.

• Bradley and co-workers: Abdel-Gayed et al. [71] investigated the effect of
the Lewis number Le (and thus, the laminar flame stability) by measuring
the turbulent burning velocity in a fan-stirred bomb using a double kernel
method. The measurements comprised hydrogen, propane and iso-octane,
mixed with air at various equivalence ratios, and indicated an increase in
ut for unstable mixtures. Later, Abdel-Gayed et al. [72] compiled all con-
temporary data on the turbulent burning velocity and found a confirmation
of this trend; additional measurements by the authors using the fan-stirred
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bomb also revealed the existence of cellular structures in the turbulent flame
for thermo-diffusively unstable flames. Recent measurements by Bradley et
al. [73] of the turbulent burning velocity in a (different) fan-stirred bomb of
statistically spherical explosion flames showed an increase in the ratio ut/ul

for decreasing Markstein number for mixtures with the same ratio of root
mean square (rms) turbulent velocity, u′, to ul.

• Faeth and co-workers: Wu et al. [74, 75] used a turbulent jet burner to
measure turbulent burning velocities for hydrogen-air mixtures with vari-
ous equivalence ratios. The measurements not only showed an increase in
ut for unstable mixtures, but also a “dampening” of turbulent fluctuations,
and thus a decrease of ut for stable mixtures. Later, Aung et al. [76] reported
measurements of statistically spherical explosion flames in a fan-stirred
bomb. Mixtures of hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen were prepared with
almost identical laminar burning velocities but different thermo-diffusive
stability (stable/neutral/unstable). Again, ut clearly increased for unstable
mixtures. Both measurements on the burner and the bomb showed a strong
dependence of ut on mixture stability even for strong turbulence.

• Koroll et al. [54] recorded schlieren photographs of double kernel explo-
sions in a fan-stirred bomb using hydrogen-air mixtures of varying equiv-
alence ratios. They found a dependence of ut/ul on the equivalence ratio,
with the ratio being much higher for lean mixtures.

• Goix and Shepherd [77] used a stagnation point flame burner to compare ut

for lean hydrogen-air and propane-air flames with similar laminar burning
velocities. At similar rms turbulent velocities, the turbulent burning velocity
for the hydrogen mixture was higher than that for the propane mixture. The
fractal dimension of the flame surface was compared and was found to be
larger for the hydrogen mixture. The ratio ut/ul was much higher than the
surface area ratio wrinkled/smooth, indicating a substantial difference in
local flame speeds.

• Renou et al. [78] measured local flame speeds of spark-ignited flames in
a vertical wind tunnel, for stoichiometric methane-air and propane-air mix-
tures and lean hydrogen-air mixtures. The probability density function (pdf)
of local flame speeds was strongly dependent on the Lewis number. For the
lean hydrogen/air mixtures, the pdf was much broader indicating the strong
effect of stretch on the local flame speed.
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• Kido and co-workers: Kido et al. [79] measured local flame speeds of
methane, propane and hydrogen turbulent flames in the weak turbulence
region (low u′) with identical laminar burning velocities using a fan-stirred
bomb. For a fixed u′, the surface area ratio turbulent/laminar was almost
constant but the turbulent burning velocity was very different, caused by a
strong difference in local flame speeds. The variation in local flame speeds
could be qualitatively explained from the preferential diffusion concept.
Later, Kido et al. [80] measured turbulent lean hydrogen flames of different
equivalence ratio but similar laminar burning velocity, again for low u′, in
the fan-stirred bomb. The turbulent burning velocity increased strongly for
leaner mixtures, although the relative increase was found to be much smaller
beyond an equivalence ratio of λ = 2.0. Again, this was found to be quali-
tatively consistent with changes in local flame speeds due to changes in the
local equivalence ratio caused by the preferential diffusion effect.

• Lipatnikov et al. [81] reviewed measurements using a fan-stirred bomb on
turbulent burning velocities for lean hydrogen-air mixtures with similar ul

but different Lewis numbers and found a difference in dut/du
′ amount-

ing to an order of magnitude. The turbulent burning velocity was found
to be strongly dependent on the Lewis number even for strong turbulence
(u′/ul � 1). The authors also reported a decrease in the smallest wrinkling
scale for decreasing Le.

• Chen and Im: Chen and Im [82] looked at the correlation of flame speed
with stretch in turbulent methane/air flames using two-dimensional direct
numerical simulation (2-D DNS) with detailed chemistry. Lean and stoi-
chiometric flames were simulated and it was shown that for moderate stretch
rates the local correlation between flame speed and stretch was approxi-
mately linear. However, large negative stretch rates (compression) were
also found, obtained solely through curvature effects, causing an overall
nonlinear correlation of flame speed with stretch. Changes in flame speed
were consistent with preferential diffusion theory. Chen and Im [83] also
looked at hydrogen-air flames, for equivalence ratios ranging from lean to
rich, again using 2-D DNS with detailed chemistry. Strong interactions be-
tween stretch and preferential diffusion were found to exist in the turbulent
flames; the local correlations between burning velocities and strain and cur-
vature were according to expected diffusive-thermal effects. Im and Chen
[84] expanded the work on hydrogen-air flames studying the interaction of
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twin premixed hydrogen-air flames with 2-D DNS and detailed chemistry;
the interaction of both rich-rich and lean-lean flames were studied. The
local flame front response to turbulence was according to the preferential
diffusion mechanism. This resulted in a significant burning rate enhance-
ment for the lean-lean case. This was caused by the global positive stretch
on the flame surface increasing the local flame speed, as well as by a “self-
turbulization” and increased flame wrinkling.

2.3.2. Implications for the combustion of hydrogen-air mixtures in engines
The measurements and simulations reviewed in the previous section clearly

indicate the existence of an effect of flame instabilities on the turbulent burning
velocity that can be very strong in some cases. The influence of pressure was not
discussed in the above. One could assume that the effect of local stretch on ut will
decrease with pressure [85, 86], as Markstein numbers have been shown to de-
crease with pressure (see, e.g., [41, 43, 87]) and the flame thus gets less sensitive
to stretch. However, flames at higher pressure have also been shown to get increas-
ingly unstable, as demonstrated in Section 2.2, with the dependence of the onset
of cellularity on pressure. Turbulent flames have been shown to be more finely
wrinkled at higher pressures [86, 88, 89], which suggests an increasing instability
and a larger effect on ut as pressures increase [90]. Flame instability effects can
thus be expected to be relevant to turbulent combustion in spark-ignition engines.

Due to the very high mass diffusivity of hydrogen, hydrogen mixtures show a
very pronounced preferential diffusion effect. A majority of the work reported in
the previous section used hydrogen mixtures exactly for that reason, and several
authors advanced turbulent lean hydrogen combustion as the most challenging
test for turbulent combustion models [74, 81]. Practical mixtures in hydrogen
engines will most probably show increased turbulent burning velocities because
of instability effects. Heywood and Vilchis [91] compared spark-ignition engine
operation on hydrogen and propane, with stoichiometric mixtures, by recording
schlieren photographs of the flame development in an optically accessible square
piston engine. The turbulent flame speed for the propane mixture was an order
of magnitude larger than the laminar flame speed, whereas for hydrogen it was of
the same order4 (though larger). The characteristic wrinkling scale was found to
be smaller for the hydrogen flames.

4Note that the laminar flame speeds used in their work were taken from [52] and included
stretch effects.
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2.3.3. Implications for modeling of turbulent combustion of hydrogen-air mix-
tures

This section presents some of the current knowledge on modeling of turbu-
lent combustion. Most of the issues discussed below are not hydrogen specific.
However, these were included to highlight the remaining uncertainties in model-
ing turbulent combustion so that the reader has a feeling for the extent to which
the assumptions of the various engine modeling work presented in Section 3 are
justified. As discussed in the previous section, the combustion of hydrogen is
quite particular, and consequently stresses many of the usual assumptions made
for turbulent combustion modeling.

A number of turbulent combustion models, dating back to the seminal work by
Damköhler (1940), assume the sole effect of turbulence to be an increase in flame
surface area through turbulent wrinkling, based on the observations showing an
increase in ut with u′. These models only implement a dependence of ut on u′

and ul; these models are numerous and are still popular today.
As more measurements were published, more phenomena became apparent

that could not be explained when only considering flame surface wrinkling (e.g.,
the bending of the ut versus u′ curve [72, 86, 92], qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 8,
with quantitative figures shown in, e.g., [70]). Models were proposed that in-
cluded quenching effects at excessive flame stretch [92, 93]. Later, various ut cor-
relations based on experimental data or obtained through theoretical work were
proposed with additional dependencies: mostly a length scale of turbulence and a
transport property of the unburned mixture, for a better correspondence with mea-
surements or resulting from explicit inclusion of stretch effects (e.g., [92, 94, 95]
and others). Also, the effects of turbulence on surface wrinkling as well as on lo-
cal flame speeds, assuming a linear relation between flame speed and flame stretch
(see Section 2.2), were modeled [96].

However, for increasing stretch, a linear relation between flame speed and
flame stretch no longer applies, as demonstrated through simulations of highly
perturbed laminar flames [97], DNS of turbulent flames [82] as well as through
experimental data [81], despite the larger range of applicability of the linear rela-
tion than could be assumed from theoretical considerations [82]. Models account-
ing for this observation are few and still in their infancy. Lipatnikov et al. [81, 97]
propose a model based on the leading point concept, which (in simplified terms)
assumes the global reaction rate to be primarily dominated by the faster burn-
ing parts of the flame. Measurements by Kido et al. [79, 80] seem to confirm
this mechanism with observations of “active” (in the case of lean hydrogen: the
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convex parts) and “inactive” parts of a flame front. The model proposed by Lipat-
nikov et al. starts from an experimental ut correlation and substitutes the chemical
(laminar) time scale with a time scale calculated from the “laminar consump-
tion velocity” of “critically perturbed flamelets”, obtained through simulations of
stretched laminar flames [97]. Other approaches are suggested by Kobayashi et
al. [88] and Bradley et al. [98].

Ultimately, models that include flame front wrinkling as well as stretch-dependent
local flame speeds through a stretched laminar flamelets library are envisaged, but
such a library asks for much more data than is currently available (namely, laminar
burning velocities, strain and curvature Markstein lengths for a large range of pres-
sures, temperatures and mixture compositions). Areas requiring more research in
order to work towards such models are suggested by Bradley [90] (Peters’ book
[99] also is a valuable reference on modeling turbulent combustion). There is
also uncertainty on this approach, however [100], as these models use a library of
steady stretched flamelets, whereas flamelets have been shown to behave differ-
ently under transient stretch [44] (e.g., being more resistant to quenching under
transient than under steady stretch).

Also noteworthy is that for typical hydrocarbon combustion, u′/ul is quite
high, and therefore many of turbulent combustion models start from this assump-
tion. For hydrogen, however, this ratio is much lower at near-stoichiometric con-
ditions due to the high laminar burning velocities, and this assumption is thus
invalid.

2.4. Hydrogen jets
As described later, most modern mixture formation systems for hydrogen en-

gines rely on injection of gaseous hydrogen into air using pulsed fuel injection
devices. This section discusses some relevant features of hydrogen jets.

2.4.1. Un-ignited jets
Regardless of the mixture formation system, the injection process of gaseous

hydrogen into air consists of several steps. The actual injection process can be
divided into the flow of hydrogen in the injector and nozzle, the transitional flow
of the fuel from the injector tip into the downstream volume (intake manifold
or combustion chamber), the interaction of the gas jet with the surrounding me-
dia and the consequent generation of turbulence and heat exchange, mixing and
eventual combustion of the fuel. Although the injection event of a gaseous fuel
into another gaseous medium may appear simple compared to liquid fuel injec-
tion, the disparate length scales in the gas flow present a considerable challenge
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to the computational modeling of the injection event. Under the assumption of
a choked flow and hydrogen being a nearly perfect gas that flows isentropically
through the nozzle, the pressure ratio between upstream fuel-supply pressure, pk,
and back-pressure, p0, is defined as:

pk

p0

=

(
2

γ + 1

) γ
γ−1

(4)

For hydrogen with a polytropic coefficient, γ, of approximately 1.4, the critical
pressure ratio results to be around 0.53, requiring the fuel-supply pressure to be
roughly twice the back-pressure to obtain critical conditions. Injection is usually
designed to be sonic to allow for high mass flow rates and short injection durations
even at high engines speeds [13]. Critical injection conditions are also beneficial
to the engine control strategy because the amount of injected fuel is independent
of back-pressure at critical conditions.

The generalized configuration of the near-field of an underexpanded jet is well
documented, a simplified model of which is presented in Fig. 9 [101]. The flow at
the exit plane of the nozzle is assumed to be choked, i.e., Ma = 1. Immediately
upon exit from the nozzle, the high ratio of exit pressure to surrounding pressure
causes expansion of the gas. Flow subsequently accelerates, thereby generating
expansion waves. When these expansion waves meet at the outer boundary, they
are reflected as compression waves. Finally, these compression waves coalesce to
form an oblique shock structure of barrel shape. This structure encloses a super-
sonic flow region termed the “zone of silence”, wherein it is assumed that no en-
trainment takes place, i.e., the mass flux at the nozzle exit is conserved throughout
this region. For an exit pressure to ambient pressure ratio above approximately 2,
the barrel shock culminates in a disk-shaped normal shock called a “Mach disk”
and a reflected shock. At sufficiently high pressure ratios this process may re-
peat several times, resulting in a succession of barrel and normal shock structures.
Downstream of the final Mach disk, the flow is subsonic, with the adjacent flow
from the reflected shock remaining supersonic. Following the abrupt change of
density after the Mach disk, pressure in the subsonic flow is assumed to be con-
sistent with that of the surroundings.

The ratio of the largest length scale, the penetration of the gas jet, to the small-
est length scale, the flow variations within the orifice, is estimated to be around
4000 [102], precluding the straightforward approach of treating the entire process
in a single computational mesh that resolves all length scales, because it would
result in impractical computational times.
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Various approaches to solve above mentioned problem have been developed
and tested, including dividing the flow problem into tractable portions [102], scal-
ing theories based on conservation of energy equations [103] and combinations
of scaling theories with free jet theories [101]. The overarching goal of above
mentioned approaches is to accurately predict the injection characteristics like
penetration depth, mixing and spreading of the jet. Past and ongoing research fo-
cuses on the general prediction of these jet characteristics and was widely based
on a comparison to results from injection test rigs or pressure chambers [104].

Additional factors that influence the injection and mixture formation event in
an actual engine include, but are not limited to, in-cylinder charge motion, changes
in supply as well as back-pressure during the injection event, surface interaction
of the injection jet, effects between adjacent injection jets, etc. The effect of
charge motion and in particular swirl on the development of transient hydrogen
jets has been studied experimentally [105]. Experimental investigations on an op-
tical engine also documented effects between adjacent injection jets as well as
injection jets and in-cylinder surfaces [106]. It was found that neighboring injec-
tion jets from multi-hole nozzles tend to collapse to one jet. Also, jets close to an
in-cylinder surface tend to get drawn towards that surface. Both phenomena are
attributed to the so-called Coanda effect [106]. Development and application of
simulation tools as well as application and improvements of optical techniques for
hydrogen engines have allowed considerable progress and yielded further under-
standing of the dominant processes for mixing of un-ignited hydrogen jets, e.g.,
[107].

2.4.2. Ignited jets
Development of advanced mixture formation concepts like late injection just

before spark timing, multiple injection strategies with injection pulses during
compression as well as combustion or compression ignition require consideration
of flame propagation processes in ignited hydrogen jets. Similar considerations
related to hydrogen safety have also been employed to analyze the effects of jet
flames resulting from unintended hydrogen releases. Houf et al.[108] emphasized
that the knowledge of the flame length and thermal radiation heat flux distribution
is important for the safety aspect of hydrogen. Brennan et al. [109] compared
modeling results of high-pressure hydrogen jet fires with experimental results.
This work was driven by the need to develop contemporary tools for safety as-
sessment of real-scale under-expanded hydrogen jet fires and to study large eddy
simulation (LES) model performance to reproduce such large-scale jet fires in an
industrial safety context. Mohammadi et al. [110] experimentally investigated the
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ignition, combustion and flame behavior of high-pressure and intermittent hydro-
gen jets in a constant-volume combustion chamber. With parametric studies of
the effects of injection pressure, nozzle size, ambient pressure and spark location
for various spark timings and equivalence ratios, they revealed that stable ignition
can be achieved even during injection. They also concluded that ignition of hy-
drogen jets at the end of injection offers the shortest combustion duration, while
combustion control is much easier when the jet is ignited just at the time when the
jet tip reaches the spark gap. In addition, igniting hydrogen jets at the boundary
of the jet is very effective for stabilizing the ignition, and that in combination with
advanced spark timing, the intense combustion of hydrogen can be controlled.

Kawanabe et al. [111] confirmed that the flame propagation process qualita-
tively agreed with experimental data for a wide variety of injection conditions
and ignition timings using incompressible-flow type computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) with a k-ε turbulence model and the flamelet concept. Differences
in flame propagation were reported for jet-tip ignition cases in which the flame
mainly propagates along the jet-tip edge and then the burned area grows com-
pared to inner jet ignition cases in which the start of flame propagation is slightly
delayed after ignition and the burned area spreads from the inner region of the jet.
They also concluded that for the flame propagation process in a hydrogen jet, a lo-
cal value of the laminar burning velocity significantly affects the turbulent burning
velocity. Development of improved jet combustion models also benefits the accu-
racy of combustion and ultimately emissions prediction of in-cylinder combustion
events.

3. Modeling regular combustion

The following sections discuss the efforts undertaken to analyze and model
the regular combustion of hydrogen in engines, i.e., where combustion is initiated
by the spark after which a turbulent flame develops and propagates throughout the
combustion chamber, consuming all of the fuel-air mixture [15]. The discussion
is limited to the combustion of pure hydrogen. The interested reader is referred
elsewhere for works modeling the effects of hydrogen in addition to other fuels
[112] (see also the references cited in Section 9). Also, the focus is on work de-
voted to the development of hydrogen engines and not on work where hydrogen
was mainly chosen as a convenient fuel in terms of CPU time, e.g. to come to a
better understanding of HCCI (homogeneous charge compression ignition) com-
bustion [113, 114] by including the detailed chemical kinetics without this leading
to prohibitive computing times.
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From Sections 2.2 and 2.3, it is clear that many uncertainties remain concern-
ing both fundamental data on hydrogen-air combustion properties and modeling
approaches. This has to be borne in mind in the following discussion (Sections
3.2 and 3.3, in particular) of the works reporting modeling of the engine cycle of
hydrogen engines.

3.1. Thermodynamic analysis of the working cycle
The engine efficiencies and losses of the working cycle can be calculated us-

ing test data from different operating modes. Starting from a theoretical efficiency
of an engine without losses, the individual losses due to incomplete combustion,
actual rate of heat release, wall heat losses and gas exchange can be calculated
[15]. Figure 10 shows the efficiencies and losses for gasoline and hydrogen op-
eration with both port injection and direct injection. The data for all fuels were
collected on a single-cylinder research engine at an engine speed of 2000 RPM
and indicated mean effective pressures of 2 bar and 6 bar. In hydrogen direct in-
jection, the fuel was injected early during the compression stroke (with the start
of injection at 120 oCA BTDC and an injection pressure of 150 bar), resulting in
a fairly homogeneous mixture at spark timing.

At the low load point of 2 bar indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) the
efficiency of the ideal engine calculated using actual gas properties in gasoline
operation is significantly lower than in hydrogen operation. Since this value is
mainly influenced by the compression ratio and the air/fuel ratio, hydrogen opera-
tion results in higher values, due to the lean operation (see Section 6). Losses due
to incomplete combustion can be determined by measuring unburned fuel com-
ponents in the exhaust. These consist of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide in
gasoline operation and unburned hydrogen when fueled with hydrogen. Due to
the extremely lean conditions in hydrogen operation (λ = 5.3 / φ = 0.19), the
losses due to incomplete combustion are significantly higher than in stoichiomet-
ric gasoline operation. The loss due to actual combustion rather than an ideal
constant-volume combustion at top dead center in gasoline operation is around
3 %. Due to the lean combustion in hydrogen operation, the losses due to ac-
tual combustion are slightly higher than in gasoline operation. Due to the higher
pressure levels in hydrogen operation resulting from unthrottled operation, the
wall heat losses are considerably higher than in gasoline operation. The higher
in-cylinder charge motion in hydrogen direct-injection operation results in higher
wall heat losses compared to port injection. Finally, the gas exchange losses in
hydrogen operation are only a fraction compared to gasoline, since the engine is
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operated unthrottled. Overall this results in an advantage in indicated thermal effi-
ciency for hydrogen port injection over hydrogen DI and gasoline operation. The
indicator diagrams for the 2 bar IMEP case are shown in Fig. 11.

At the medium load point of 6 bar IMEP, the efficiency of the ideal engine in
gasoline operation is lower than in hydrogen operation. This is again due to the
lean operation. The air-fuel ratio, and hence the theoretical efficiency in hydrogen
port injection, is lower than in hydrogen direct injection due to the air displace-
ment effect with port-injection operation (DI: λ = 2.3 / φ = 0.43; PFI: λ = 1.8
/ φ = 0.56). For this operating point, the loss due to incomplete combustion in
gasoline operation is slightly more than 1 %. In hydrogen operation both with
port and direct injection, the loss accounts for less than 0.5 %. The very com-
plete combustion in hydrogen operation is mainly due to the fast flame speed and
small quenching distance at this air-fuel ratio. The loss due to actual combustion
in gasoline operation is around 2 %. Although the engine is operated unthrottled
and therefore lean in hydrogen operation, the combustion is still faster than in
gasoline operation. This results in lower losses due to actual combustion in hy-
drogen operation. However, the higher flame speeds and the smaller quenching
distance, which positively affected previous losses, are the main reason for the
increased wall heat losses in hydrogen operation compared to gasoline operation.
DI shows even higher wall heat losses compared to port injection, which is likely
due to the higher level of in-cylinder charge motion and turbulence caused by the
DI event. Finally, the gas exchange losses in hydrogen operation are significantly
lower than in gasoline operation since the engine is operated unthrottled. At this
operating point, this results in an overall advantage in indicated thermal efficiency
of approximately 2.5 % in hydrogen operation, both with port and direct injection,
compared to gasoline operation. The indicator diagrams for the 6 bar IMEP case
are shown in Fig. 12.

In both cases, further improvements with hydrogen DI could be gained with
stratification resulting from an efficiency optimized injection strategy (see Section
6).

3.2. Thermodynamic models
The earliest attempts at modeling the combustion in hydrogen-fueled engines

date from the 1970s. Fagelson et al. [115] used a two-zone quasi-dimensional5

5A term used to denote multi-zone thermodynamic engine models, in which certain geomet-
rical parameters are included in the basic thermodynamic approach, mostly the radius of a thin
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model to calculate power output and NOx emissions from a hydrogen spark igni-
tion (SI) engine. They used a semiempirical turbulent combustion model of the
form ut = AReBul, where A and B are constants; Re is the Reynolds number
based on piston diameter, mean piston speed and burned gas properties; and ut

and ul are the turbulent and laminar burning velocities, respectively. Spherical
flame propagation was assumed, heat transfer was neglected and NOx formation
was calculated using 10 constant mass zones in the burned gases and the extended
Zeldovich mechanism. The laminar burning velocity was calculated from an over-
all second-order reaction with an estimated activation energy. The model was val-
idated against measurements with varying equivalence ratio and ignition timing
only. Prabhu-Kumar et al. [117] used this model to predict the performance of a
supercharged hydrogen engine, with no changes made to the original model. They
reported an overestimation of the rate of pressure rise (and thus of the burning ve-
locity). Sadiq Al-Baghdadi et al. [118, 119] also used the model by Fagelson
et al. [115]. They compared simulations to measured power output, NOx emis-
sions and brake thermal efficiency for varying compression ratio and supercharg-
ing pressure [118], no pressure diagrams were shown in the paper. In another
paper [119], the same model was used and experimental values for varying com-
pression ratio, equivalence ratio and engine speed were compared to simulations.
Again, only brake quantities were compared without detailing the correspondence
in terms of burning rate and cylinder pressure development.

Keck [120] reported measurements in an optically accessible engine operated
on propane as well as hydrogen, and used a turbulent entrainment model to com-
pare predicted trends with experimentally observed trends. Excellent agreement
was found between predictions and measurement, indicating a much smaller flame
brush thickness for hydrogen operation compared to propane and a much higher
initial flame expansion speed (with the difference in flame speeds decreasing
throughout the combustion duration but with the flame speed always remaining
higher for hydrogen).

Zero- and multi-dimensional models have been used for hydrogen engine sim-
ulation at the Czech Technical University [121, 122]. A zero-dimensional model
(i.e., models where the thermodynamic state of a single zone, encompassing the
complete cylinder contents, is calculated) based on the GT-Power code was used
with Wiebe’s law fitted to measured rates of heat release. The extended Zeldovich

interface (the flame) separating burned from unburned gases, resulting in a “two-zone” formula-
tion [116].
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mechanism [123] was used to calculate NOx emissions. The so-called Advanced
Multizone Eulerian Model was developed for multi-dimensional simulation. This
model was a combination of zero-dimensional and multi-dimensional elements:
the combustion chamber seemed to be limited to simple geometries because of
limitations to grid generation, and the heat transfer was modeled for the cylinder
contents as a bulk volume. The combustion model was a “semiempirical pdf-
like” model that relied on a measured rate of heat release and the assumption of a
hemispherical flame front to track flame propagation.

Ma et al. [124] used a zero-dimensional model using Wiebe’s law. It is not
clear to what data this law was fitted. The model was used to calculate the effects
of varying compression ratio and ignition timing and to determine an “optimum
cylinder diameter” for a fixed equivalence ratio. No validation against experimen-
tal data or any justification for extrapolating outside the conditions for which the
fit is valid was given, so the quality of the reported results is doubtful.

D’Errico et al. [125, 126] reported full-cycle simulations using 1D gas dy-
namic calculations combined with a quasi-dimensional combustion model, for a
hydrogen engine with cryogenic port injection. The gas dynamic algorithm was
adapted so that the injection and transport of cryogenic hydrogen along the in-
take ducts were incorporated. The methodology proposed by Verhelst and Sierens
[45] was used to construct a correlation for the laminar burning velocity from
chemical kinetic calculations using an in-house reaction scheme. The burning
rate was modeled using a fractal approach in Ref. [125] and Zimont’s model in
Ref. [126]. Nitric oxide (NO) emissions were calculated using the “super ex-
tended Zeldovich” mechanism. Simulations were run for varying engine speed
and equivalence ratio and compared to experiments. The simulated and mea-
sured pressure traces in the intake and exhaust duct systems showed very good
agreement. The combustion pressure was well predicted for stoichiometric and
moderately lean mixtures, but was less satisfactory for (very) lean conditions at
medium to high engine speeds. The authors pointed to the effects of differential
diffusion and instabilities for these (very lean) conditions and the high ratios of
turbulent to laminar burning velocities reported for these mixtures [70], which
were unaccounted for in the combustion model.

Verhelst and Sierens [61] reported calculations of the power cycle of a hydrogen-
fueled engine using a quasi-dimensional two-zone combustion model framework.
They reported the difficulties in obtaining stretch-free laminar burning velocities
and proposed a correlation based on measurements of cellular flames [46, 50].
This correlation was then used with a number of turbulent burning velocity mod-
els, comparing simulations to measurements on a hydrogen-fueled Cooperative
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Fuel Research (CFR) engine for varying compression ratio, ignition timing and
equivalence ratio. All models predicted the effects of compression ratio and igni-
tion timing well, but some did not predict the effects on equivalence ratio well.

Safari et al. [127] used a similar approach, taking the laminar burning velocity
correlation from Verhelst and Sierens [61], with the fractals turbulent combustion
model that was one of the models performing reasonably well in Ref. [61]. They
included the reaction kinetics of the H2-O2-N2 system to allow calculations of
NO emissions. The wall heat transfer model by Woschni [128] was empirically
adapted for hydrogen. After validation lean burn, “cooled dry” EGR and “hot
wet” EGR strategies were examined numerically.

3.3. CFD models
Johnson [129] used the Kiva-3V engine simulation code developed at Los

Alamos National Laboratory with the standard eddy-turnover model to simulate a
hydrogen engine at a fixed equivalence ratio and volumetric efficiency. The stan-
dard model contains one free parameter that was adapted for hydrogen and held
constant for varying ignition timing and engine speed. The model was validated
for bulk quantities (NO emissions and brake thermal efficiency) against the ex-
periments reported in Ref. [130]. Fontana et al. [131] modified the Kiva-3V code
to simulate an SI engine fueled with a hydrogen/gasoline mixture. They used
a hybrid model in which the global reaction rate is either given by the standard
eddy-turnover model or a weighed reaction rate based on two global reaction rate
expressions, one for hydrogen combustion and one for gasoline. They validated
the model for gasoline operation and then calculated the effects of adding various
hydrogen concentrations to gasoline.

Shioji et al. [132] calculated flame propagation and NOx formation for two
hydrogen-fueled engines using an in-house CFD code, with a flame area evolution
model and the laminar burning velocity correlation by Liu and MacFarlane [51].
They also evaluated the use of laminar burning velocities obtained from chemical
kinetic calculations. Agreement with experimental results was fair, apart from
high engine speed, lean mixture conditions. The authors quote these findings
to “suggest the requirement for the consideration of an increase in local laminar
burning velocity due to the selective diffusion of hydrogen”.

Adgulkar et al. [133] used the AVL Fire software for a CFD simulation of the
power cycle in a simplified engine geometry. Several combustion models were
evaluated by comparing calculations to the results from Ma et al. [124]. As stated
in the previous section, the results reported by Ma et al. [124] are doubtful, so this
is a poor validation of these calculations.
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CFD simulations have been used by a team from TU Graz and BMW to in-
vestigate the mixture formation and combustion in DI engines [134, 135, 136].
The Fluent code was used with the turbulent burning velocity model by Zimont
[95]. The laminar burning velocity was obtained from chemical kinetic calcula-
tions using the reaction scheme of Ó Conaire et al. [65], neglecting the influence
of residual gas. The prediction of the flame propagation and rate of heat release
corresponds well with measurements obtained on an optical engine.

At the Institut Français du Pétrole (IFP), the Extended Coherent Flame Model
has been adapted for a better representation of hydrogen combustion in engines
by adding a source term to the flame surface density transport equation [137].
The terms representing laminar flame propagation in the flame surface density
transport equation are usually neglected. However, in the case of hydrogen, due
to the high laminar burning velocity of mixtures around stoichiometry, this cannot
be justified, so the laminar term was added to the model. Knop et al. [58] discussed
the problems in finding a suitable correlation for the laminar burning velocity, and
proposed a correlation based largely on the correlation of Verhelst [46, 50, 61]
but extended to rich mixtures (presumably through chemical kinetic calculations
but not detailed in the paper) to allow computations of stratified combustion in
DI engines. Another important contribution in the paper by Knop et al. [58] is an
extended Zeldovich model of which the reaction rate constants were adapted for
hydrogen, based on the work of Miller and Bowman [123]. The resulting CFD
model was validated both for an engine with cryogenic port injection and a DI
engine. The detailed mixture distribution obtained from the CFD simulations was
used to explain the sensitivity of flame propagation and NOx formation to mixture
heterogeneity.

3.4. Heat transfer sub-model
Most of the works cited in the engine combustion modeling sections above use

a heat transfer sub-model to calculate the heat transfer between the cylinder gases
and the combustion chamber walls. For SI engines, heat transfer due to radiation
is small (<10 %) compared to convection and can be neglected given the current
uncertainties in modeling convection [138]. The instantaneous heat transfer can
be modeled as [134, 138]:

dQ

dt
= hA (T − Twall) (5)

where h is the convection coefficient averaged over the heat transfer surface, A
is the total wall surface area, T is the bulk gas temperature and Twall is the wall
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temperature averaged over the heat transfer surface. Several models exist for eval-
uating the heat transfer coefficient h, of which the correlations of Woschni [128]
and Annand [139] are the most widely used.

Wei et al. [140] and Shudo et al. [141, 142] have measured instantaneous
heat transfer coefficients in hydrogen fueled engines. Wei et al. found transient
heat transfer coefficients during hydrogen combustion to be twice as high as dur-
ing gasoline combustion. They evaluated heat transfer correlations and found
Woschni’s equation to underpredict the heat transfer coefficient by a factor of
two, whereas Annand’s equation gave reasonable results. Shudo et al. compared
the heat transfer coefficients during stoichiometric hydrogen and methane com-
bustion, finding them to be larger in the case of hydrogen. The correlation by
Woschni was tested and found to be inadequate.

The shorter quenching distance of a hydrogen flame (see Section 2) is put
forward as the cause of this increased heat transfer, leading to a thinner thermal
boundary layer. Furthermore, for near-stoichiometric combustion, flame speeds
are high and cause intensified convection. Hydrogen also has a higher thermal
conductivity compared to hydrocarbons, greatly affecting mixture thermal con-
ductivity (see Table 2). Shudo et al. [142] construct an alternative heat transfer
correlation with an improved correspondence with their measurements. However,
the correlation contains two calibration parameters dependent on ignition timing
and equivalence ratio.

Recent work reported by Nefischer et al. [143] proposes an adaptation to Schu-
bert’s formula [144], using a more detailed description of the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy from which the characteristic velocity used in the formula is calculated. For
hydrogen engines, the turbulent kinetic energy is reported to be affected through
the change (decrease) during the combustion of the number of moles (see Table
2). Also, for DI engines, the direct gaseous injection affects the turbulent kinetic
energy.

Figure 13 shows recent results of heat flux measurements on a CFR engine
operated on hydrogen and on methane [145]. The figure plots local heat flux
(measured at the cylinder liner) for three conditions that produce the same indi-
cated power: methane-air at a lean equivalence ratio of λ = 1.25 / φ = 0.8 and
wide open throttle (WOT), stoichiometric methane-air using throttling and stoi-
chiometric hydrogen-air WOT. All measurements were performed at MBT spark
timing. The much higher peak heat flux on hydrogen confirms the works cited
above [140, 141].
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4. Abnormal combustion

The same properties that make hydrogen such a desirable fuel for internal
combustion engines also bear responsibility for abnormal combustion events as-
sociated with hydrogen. In particular, the wide flammability limits, low required
ignition energy and high flame speeds can result in undesired combustion phe-
nomena generally summarized as combustion anomalies. These anomalies in-
clude surface ignition and backfiring as well as autoignition [146].

Surface ignition is used here to denote uncontrolled ignition induced by a
hot spot in the combustion chamber. Pre-ignition generally describes combus-
tion events occurring inside the combustion chamber during the engine compres-
sion stroke with the actual start of combustion prior to spark timing. Backfiring,
also called back-flash, refers to events in which the hydrogen-air charge combusts
during the intake stroke, usually in an intake runner or intake manifold. Engine
“knock” is the term used for typical SI engines to describe autoignition of the re-
maining end-gas during the late part of the combustion event with high pressure
oscillations and the typical pinging noise. As already briefly discussed in Section
2, care must be taken in using the term knock with hydrogen engines, as further
explained below.

4.1. Pre-ignition
The typical premature combustion during the engine compression stroke with

closed intake valves resulting from pre-ignition, a surface ignition anomaly, can
have numerous causes. Because pre-ignition is a stochastic event, detailed in-
vestigations of pre-ignition are complicated, and the actual cause of pre-ignition
is often nothing more than speculation. Sources for the fresh charge to combust
during the compression stroke include hot spark plugs or spark plug electrodes,
hot exhaust valves or other hot spots in the combustion chamber, residual gas
or remaining hot oil particles from previous combustion events [147] as well as
residual charge of the ignition system. In general, both high temperatures as well
as residual charge can cause pre-ignition. Due to the dependence of minimum ig-
nition energy on the equivalence ratio, pre-ignition is more pronounced when the
hydrogen-air mixtures approach stoichiometric levels. Also, operating conditions
at increased engine speed and engine load are more prone to the occurrence of
pre-ignition due to higher gas and component temperatures.

Figure 14 shows the in-cylinder pressure trace as well as the crank-angle re-
solved intake manifold pressure for a combustion cycle in which pre-ignition oc-
curred. A regular combustion event is shown for comparison. The data were
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taken on an automotive-size single-cylinder hydrogen research engine at an en-
gine speed of 3200 RPM and an IMEP of 7 bar for the regular combustion case
(dotted line). The almost symmetrical phasing of the cylinder pressure caused by
the pre-ignition results in the IMEP to drop almost to 0. It is interesting to note
that the peak pressure for the pre-ignition case is higher than the regular com-
bustion cycle. However, due to the early pressure rise that starts around 80 oCA
BTDC, the indicated mean effective pressure for the pre-ignition case is around 0
bar. The intake pressure trace for the pre-ignition case does not show any signifi-
cant difference from the regular trace, because the pre-ignition occurred after the
intake valves closed.

Measures to avoid pre-ignition include proper spark plug design, design of
the ignition system with low residual charge, specifically designed crank case
ventilation, sodium-filled exhaust valves as well as optimized design of the engine
cooling passages to avoid hot spots (see Section 5). Hydrogen direct injection into
the combustion chamber is another measure to effectively reduce or eliminate the
occurrence of pre-ignition depending on the injection strategy (see Section 6).

4.2. Backfire
Backfiring, or flash-back, describes combustion of fresh hydrogen-air charge

during the intake stroke in the engine combustion chamber and/or the intake man-
ifold. With the opening of the intake valves, the fresh hydrogen-air mixture is
aspirated into the combustion chamber. When the fresh charge is ignited at com-
bustion chamber hot spots, hot residual gas or particles or remaining charge in the
ignition system, backfiring occurs, similar to pre-ignition. The main difference
between backfiring and pre-ignition is the timing at which the anomaly occurs.
Pre-ignition takes place during the compression stroke with the intake valves al-
ready closed whereas backfiring occurs with the intake valves open. This results
in combustion and pressure rise in the intake manifold, which is not only clearly
audible but can also damage or destroy the intake system. Due to the lower igni-
tion energy, the occurrence of backfiring is more likely when mixtures approach
stoichiometry. Because most operation strategies with hydrogen DI (see Section
6) start injection after the intake valves close, the occurrence of backfiring is gen-
erally limited to external mixture formation concepts.

Figure 15 shows the cylinder and intake pressure traces for a backfiring cy-
cle measured on an automotive-size hydrogen single-cylinder engine at an engine
speed of 3200 RPM and an IMEP of 7 bar. A regular intake and combustion pres-
sure trace is shown as a reference. As soon as the intake valves open, the fresh
charge is ignited and combusts in the intake manifold, resulting in an increase of
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intake pressure of up to 3 bar. The pressure rise is also reflected in the cylinder
pressure trace. Once the entire fresh charge is burned, the pressure in the intake
manifold decreases; the cylinder pressure at intake valve closing is increased com-
pared to the regular trace. The peak cylinder pressure for this backfiring cycle is
only about 30 bar and the indicated mean effective pressure is actually negative.
For comparison, the peak pressure in motored operation is approximately 21 bar.

Limited information available on combustion anomalies also indicates that
pre-ignition and backfiring are closely related with pre-ignition as the predecessor
for the occurrence of backfiring. Pre-ignition thereby heats up the combustion
chamber, which ultimately leads to backfiring in a consecutive cycle [148, 149,
150]. Consequently, any measures that help avoid pre-ignition also reduce the risk
of backfiring. In addition work, has been done on optimizing the intake design and
injection strategy to avoid backfiring [151]. Injection strategies that allow pure air
to flow into the combustion chamber to cool potential hot spots before aspirating
the fuel-air mixture were proposed as one potential approach. As a result of ex-
perimental and simulation work on a hydrogen PFI engine, a predictive model and
guidelines for backfire-free operation were derived. These guidelines were based
on the finding that the possibility of backfire mainly depends on the concentra-
tion of H2 residual in the intake ports in PFI hydrogen engines; thus, the leaner
the concentration of the residual, the lower the possibility of backfire. Based on
this conclusion it is suggested to limit the end of injection in a fixed range based
on engine operation conditions with an earlier end of injection at lower engine
speeds and richer hydrogen mixtures [152]. Although trends identified on hydro-
gen research engines indicated that combustion anomalies significantly limit the
operation regime [153], optimization of the fuel-injection strategy in combination
with variable valve timing for both intake and exhaust valves allowed operating of
a port injected hydrogen engine at stoichiometric mixtures over the entire speed
range [154].

4.3. Autoignition
When the end gas conditions (pressure, temperature, time) are such that the

end gas spontaneously autoignites, there follows a rapid release of the remaining
energy generating high-amplitude pressure waves, mostly referred to as engine
knock. The amplitude of the pressure waves of heavy engine knock can cause
engine damage due to increased mechanical and thermal stress. The tendency of
an engine to knock depends on the engine design as well as the fuel-air mixture
properties.
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A standard measure to define the knock characteristics of liquid fuels is the
octane rating. A CFR engine is used to determine the knock behavior of a specific
fuel by comparing its knock resistance to that of a mixture of normal heptane and
iso-octane. The most common standardized tests to determine knock resistance
on a CFR engine are the research method resulting in a Research Octane Number
(RON) [155] and the motor method resulting in a Motor Octane Number (MON)
[156]. Although these methods were developed and are applicable only to liquid
SI engine fuels, octane ratings for hydrogen fuel have been reported in the liter-
ature. Reported values range from RON<88 [157] to RON=130 [158] and RON
of 130+ for lean mixtures [159]. It is unclear how these values were determined;
they must either be estimated values or measured with methods resembling but not
according to the ASTM methods. Work has also been performed on emulating the
knock measurement on the CFR engine by using low-pass filtered rate-of-change
of the pressure signal; so far, this work is limited to primary reference fuels [160].

The determination of octane ratings is performed at constant spark advance
(13 oCA BTDC for RON and 19 − 26 oCA BTDC, depending on the compres-
sion ratio for MON). The discrepancies in nominal knock resistance of hydrogen
are mainly due to the extremely high flame speeds around stoichiometry, with
the strong dependence on the air-fuel ratio which makes application of standard
methods for the determination of knock resistance questionable.

Because of the high knock resistance of methane (115<MON<130), the methane
number (MN) was defined to determine the knock characteristics of gaseous fu-
els. The methane number uses a reference fuel blend of methane, with a MN of
100, and hydrogen, with a MN of 0 [161]. Per definition, the MN of hydrogen
is 0, which would suggest that hydrogen has a very low knock resistance. This
clearly contradicts some of the octane numbers reported in the works cited above
[158, 159].

Work has been reported on attempts to predict the knock behavior of hydrogen-
fueled engines. A comparison to experimental results showed good agreement for
variation of compression ratio, air-fuel equivalence ratio and intake air tempera-
ture [162]. These results suggest that the operating regime of a hydrogen engine
is strongly limited by the occurrence of knocking combustion. However, based
on work performed on a multi-cylinder hydrogen engine at compression ratios of
up to 15.3:1, it was stated that knock, as has been observed on gasoline engines,
was not observed in any of this hydrogen testing regardless of compression ratio
[163].

Figure 16 shows the cylinder pressure trace as well as a filtered signal for hy-
drogen DI operation at 2000 RPM and an engine load of 10 bar IMEP recorded
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on a single-cylinder research engine with a compression ratio of 12:1. The cylin-
der pressure signal shows pressure oscillations that are typical for knocking com-
bustion; the high-pass filtered signal shows a maximum pressure amplitude of
approximately 3.6 bar. For the same engine speed and load, an operating point
with heavy knock was recorded, resulting from further advancing the spark tim-
ing (Fig. 17). Although the regular peak pressure for this operating point is about
90 bar, the maximum pressure with knocking operation reaches 150 bar with os-
cillations in the high-pass filtered signal of almost 65 bar.

Similar tests performed on a CFR engine at a compression ratio of 12:1 were
targeted at determining the knock characteristics of hydrogen and the applicability
of standard automotive knock-detection systems. Comparative analysis of knock
intensities of gasoline and hydrogen revealed that knocking pressure traces ex-
hibit similar peak amplitudes as well as similar durations and decays of pressure
oscillations [164].

4.4. Modeling abnormal combustion phenomena
The literature on the simulation of abnormal combustion phenomena in a hy-

drogen engine is quite limited. The model of Fagelson et al. [115], described
above, was extended by Sadiq Al-Baghdadi [165] with a simple model predicting
the occurrence of abnormal combustion, using a “knock integral” type of approach
[166]. A graph is shown comparing the simulated and measured cylinder pressure
traces for normal combustion. Significant differences can be seen, which casts
doubts on the subsequent validation of the “pre-ignition” sub-model.

Li and Karim use a two-zone quasi-dimensional model with a triangular com-
bustion rate law fitted to experimental data coupled to a chemical kinetic scheme
[162]. They propose a knock criterion, comparing the energy released by end-gas
reactions to the energy released by the normal flame propagation. When this ex-
ceeds a critical value, end gas autoignition occurs. The model is used to predict
the knock-limited equivalence ratio as a function of the compression ratio. Similar
to the experimental results reported by these authors [167], the knocking regions
are very extensive. According to the figures in the paper, which report results for
compression ratios between 6:1 and 14:1, stoichiometric operation is impossible
without the occurrence of knock. This clearly is contradicted by numerous works
cited in the present paper.

Liu et al. [152] use a CFD calculation of the gas dynamics in a port-fueled
engine to explain the dependence of backfire occurrence on the injection timing.
Although the model is only partly validated, it demonstrates the existence of an
optimal timing. Injecting too early leads to a backflow of hydrogen from the
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cylinder into the intake port, at the end of the intake stroke. Injecting too late
results in hydrogen remaining in the intake port because of insufficient time to
reach the cylinder. Thus, in both cases, hydrogen is present in the intake port
at the time the intake valve opens for the next cycle. This can result in backfire
through contact with hot spots (residual gases, exhaust valves, etc.). The optimal
injection timing is the one that allows an initial cooling period by freshly aspirated
air but also enables all of the injected hydrogen to travel to the cylinder before the
intake valve closes (which has been experimentally confirmed [33]).

4.5. Avoiding abnormal combustion
Limiting the maximum fuel-to-air equivalence ratio is an effective measure for

avoiding abnormal combustion in hydrogen operation. Due to the wide flamma-
bility limits and fast flame speeds, hydrogen internal combustion engines are usu-
ally operated employing a lean-burn strategy and thereby avoid throttle losses (see
Section 6). The excess air in lean operation acts as an inert gas and effectively re-
duces combustion temperatures and consequently component temperatures. This
significantly reduces the occurrence of abnormal combustion in lean combustion
regimes. Although lean operation is also very efficient, it does limit the power
output of hydrogen engines. Results from a supercharged and intercooled 1.8 in-
line four cylinder engine operated on gasoline as well as hydrogen showed that
abnormal combustion can be effectively avoided by limiting the fuel-to-air equiv-
alence ratio. In this particular case, the maximum fuel-to-air equivalence ratio
was limited to 0.63 (λ = 1.6) at 1500 RPM and further reduced as a function of
engine speed with a minimum of 0.48 (λ = 2.1) at 6000 RPM. While effectively
avoiding abnormal combustion, this measure also significantly reduces the power
output from approximately 120 kW in gasoline operation to approximately 70 kW
in hydrogen operation [168].

Further measures to avoid abnormal combustion are given in the next section
on hydrogen engine hardware.

5. Measures for engine design or conversion

This section discusses some features of engines designed for, or converted to,
hydrogen operation. The occurrence of combustion anomalies discussed in the
previous section, or more particularly, the desire to prevent it, has led to most of
the countermeasures put forward in the early work on H2ICEs.
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5.1. Spark plugs
Cold-rated spark plugs are recommended to avoid spark plug electrode tem-

peratures exceeding the autoignition limit and causing backfire [169, 170]. Cold-
rated spark plugs can be used, since there are hardly any spark plug deposits to
burn off [169]. Spark plugs with platinum electrodes are to be avoided, as this
can be a catalyst to hydrogen oxidation [11, 171] (platinum has been used in the
exhaust to oxidize unburned hydrogen [172]).

5.2. Ignition system
To avoid uncontrolled ignition due to residual ignition energy, the ignition

system should be properly grounded or the ignition cable’s electrical resistance
should be changed [170, 173]. Also, induction ignition in an adjacent ignition ca-
ble should be avoided [174], for instance, by using a coil-on-plug system. Some-
what counterintuitively, a high voltage output ignition system should be provided,
as the ignition of hydrogen mixtures asks for an increased secondary ignition volt-
age (probably because of the lower ion concentration of a hydrogen flame com-
pared to a hydrocarbon flame) [170, 173, 175, 176]; coil-on-plug systems also
satisfy this condition. Alternatively, the spark plug gap can be decreased to lower
the ignition voltage; this is no problem for hydrogen engines, as there will be
almost no deposit formation. Spark plug gaps as small as 0.25mm have been
used [177] (although the gap was subsequently increased to 0.5mm because of
cold-start difficulties due to water condensation at the spark plug tip).

5.3. Injection system
It is clear from Section 4 that timed injection is a prerequisite. One option is

to use port injection and to program the injection timing such that an air cooling
period is created in the initial phase of the intake stroke, and the end of injection is
such that all hydrogen is inducted, leaving no hydrogen in the manifold when the
intake valve closes. The timing described here might not be necessary, as work
has been reported in which no relation between injection timing and backfire or
surface ignition limited equivalence ratio was found [163]. The second option is to
use DI during the compression stroke. High flow rate injectors with instantaneous
flows around 4 − 6 g/sec at 100 bar supply pressure are needed for DI [178].
With PFI engines, the high flow requirements can be alleviated by using multiple
injectors. Timed injection also decreases the amount of unburned fuel in the intake
manifold at any given time, limiting the severity of a backfire, should it occur.
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5.4. Hot spots
Clearly, hot spots in the combustion chamber that could initiate surface ig-

nition or backfire are to be avoided or minimized. Measures include the use of
cooled exhaust valves; multi-valve engine heads to further lower the exhaust valve
temperature [171, 173, 179]; a proper oil control [147]; additional engine coolant
passages around valves and other areas with high thermal loads [180] (if possible);
the delay of fuel introduction to create a period of air cooling (using timed mani-
fold or DI); and adequate scavenging (e.g., using variable valve timing [163, 181])
to decrease residual gas temperatures.

5.5. Piston rings and crevice volumes
Experiments have been conducted in which all hot spots were eliminated (care-

ful cleaning of the engine, enhanced oil control or even nonlubricated operation,
scavenging of the residual gases, cold spark plugs, cooled exhaust valves, etc.),
as well as any uncontrolled spark-induced ignition, and backfire still occurred
[177, 182]. This suggests that the small quenching distance of hydrogen (together
with the wide flammability limits), allowing combustion in the piston top land
(the crevice volume above the top piston ring), is a parameter that has been over-
looked by many workers. Hydrogen engines have been demonstrated, running
on stoichiometric mixtures without any occurrence of backfire, by careful selec-
tion of piston rings and crevice volumes, without any need for timed injection or
cooled exhaust valves [180]. Workers that have paid attention to increased cool-
ing, enhanced “oil control” by mounting different piston rings, increased scaveng-
ing etc., attribute the resulting wider backfire-free operation region to a reduction
of hot spots but have simultaneously (sometimes possibly without realizing it)
taken measures to suppress crevice combustion.

Thus, the piston top land clearance can be decreased to prevent hydrogen
flames from propagating into the top land; Swain et al. [180] use a clearance
of 0.152mm to quench the hydrogen flame. Some researchers have changed the
crevice volumes and/or piston rings with the aim of reducing the reflow of un-
burned mixture from the second land (the crevice volume between the top two
piston rings) to the top land [180, 182, 183] (preventing “fueling” of a top land
flame during exhaust and intake). The smaller quenching distance of a hydrogen
flame also implies an increased thermal load for the piston top land; Berger et
al. [184] report changes (a special coating) to the top piston ring groove area to
account for this.
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5.6. Valve seats and injectors
The very low lubricity of hydrogen has to be accounted for; suitable valve

seat materials have to be chosen [171, 173] and the design of the injectors should
take this into account. This is the case with any dry gaseous fuel (such as natural
gas) but can be more critical for hydrogen (compressed natural gas contains small
amounts of oil originating from the oil mist in the compressor, whereas hydrogen
compressors normally have tighter clearances to limit the leak rate).

5.7. Lubrication
An engine lubrication oil compatible with increased water concentration in

the crankcase has to be chosen [185]. The report on the hydrogen drive test in
Germany by TÜV [173] cites two options: a demulsifying oil and a synthetic oil
which forms a solution with water. DeLuchi [186] claims a longer oil lifetime,
as the oil is not diluted by hydrogen and there is less formation of acids (perhaps
doubtful, given the large quantities of water and NOx that can be formed during
stoichiometric combustion). An ashless oil is recommended to avoid deposit for-
mation (hot spots) [154, 169]. Measurements of the composition of the gases in
the crankcase at Ghent University [176] showed a very high percentage of hy-
drogen (+5 vol%, out of range of the testing equipment) arising from the blowby.
Blowby can be expected to be quite high because of the rapid pressure rise (caused
by the high flame speed and resulting fast burn rate) and the low density of hydro-
gen gas (significantly affecting the mixture density, see Table 2). The composition
of the lubricating oil was investigated and compared to that of the unused oil. The
properties of the oil had severely changed with a strong decrease of the lubricating
qualities.

An engine oil specifically developed for hydrogen engines is probably the best
solution but currently unavailable. For safety reasons, a forced crankcase venti-
lation system (see also below) was mounted on the engine to keep the hydrogen
concentration well below the lower flammability limit. Air is fed to the crankcase
from the lab compressed air net and set to a small overpressure using a pressure
regulating valve. A vacuum pump is used to evacuate the crankcase gases, which
pass an oil separator first. The crankcase pressure is controlled to a slight under-
pressure by a balance between the compressed air pressure and a bypass valve on
the vacuum pump inlet. The resulting hydrogen concentration in the crankcase
with the ventilation system was measured to be below 1 vol%.
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5.8. Crankcase ventilation
Positive crankcase ventilation is generally recommended due to unthrottled

operation (high manifold air pressures) and to decrease hydrogen concentrations
(from blowby) in the crankcase [171, 187]. As will be discussed in Section 6 wide
open throttle operation is used wherever possible to increase engine efficiency,
resulting in high manifold air pressures. Thus, the pressure difference between
the crankcase and the intake manifold, such as in throttled gasoline engines, is
absent for some operating strategies of hydrogen engines, and thus cannot be used
as a driving force for crankcase ventilation. This can be solved by, e.g., a venturi
placed in the intake [171] or other methods used in high manifold pressure engines
(such as diesel engines).

5.9. Compression ratio
The choice of the optimal compression ratio is similar to that for any fuel; it

should be chosen as high as possible to increase engine efficiency, with the limit
given by increased heat losses or the occurrence of abnormal combustion (in the
case of hydrogen, primarily surface ignition). The choice may depend on the
application, as the optimum compression ratio for highest engine efficiency might
be different from the optimum for highest power output [188]. Compression ratios
used in H2ICEs range from 7.5:1 [185] to 14.5:1 [163].

5.10. In-cylinder turbulence
Because of the high flame speeds of hydrogen, low turbulence combustion

chambers (pancake or disk chamber and axially aligned symmetric intake port)
can be used, which can be beneficial for the engine efficiency [130, 179, 180]
(increasing the volumetric efficiency and decreasing heat losses). They might even
be necessary to avoid excessive rates of pressure rise (possibly even leading to
knocking combustion) at stoichiometric operation [180] (where high in-cylinder
turbulence could cause very fast flame speeds).

5.11. Electronic throttle
For reasons discussed in Section 6, hydrogen engines should be operated at

wide open throttle wherever possible, but throttling might be needed at very low
loads to maintain combustion stability and limit unburned hydrogen emissions.
At medium to high loads, throttling might be necessary to limit NOx emissions.
This can only be realized with a drive-by-wire system, i.e., a system in which the
throttle position is electronically controlled instead of mechanically linked to the
accelerator pedal.
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5.12. Materials
The effects of hydrogen on the mechanical properties of iron and steels have

been widely investigated. Regarding the embrittling effect of hydrogen, it is well
known that the dominant effects are a decrease in ductility and true stress at frac-
ture. Hydrogen embrittlement of steels can be classified into three main types
[189]:

1. Hydrogen reaction embrittlement arises because of the generation of hydro-
gen on the surface as a result of a chemical reaction.

2. Environmental embrittlement takes place in the hydrogen containing atmo-
spheres through adsorption of molecular hydrogen on the surface and its ab-
sorption within the lattice after dissociation into atomic form.

3. Internal hydrogen embrittlement, in contrast, takes place in the absence of a
hydrogenated atmosphere and is brought about by hydrogen that has entered
the lattice during processing or fabrication of steel.

The environmental embrittlement in hydrogen-containing atmospheres results
in limitations for material selection of hydrogen storage and fuel systems. Studies
have been performed to assess the sensitivity of commonly used stainless steels
for hydrogen embrittlement [190] as well as special alloys [191]. In both studies,
it was concluded that the tested materials show significant degradation due to the
presence of hydrogen. All metallic materials present a certain sensitivity to hy-
drogen embrittlement, with the sensitivity strongly dependent on the stress level.
Materials that can be used for hydrogen applications are brass and copper alloys,
aluminum and aluminum alloys and copper-berillium. Nickel and high-nickel al-
loys as well as titanium and titanium alloys are known to be very sensitive to hy-
drogen embrittlement. For steels, the hydrogen embrittlement sensitivity depends
on the exact chemical composition, heat or mechanical treatment, microstructure,
impurities and strength [192]. Negative effects of hydrogen embrittlement have
also been documented for certain types of piezo-materials used for hydrogen fuel
injectors [178]. Apart from embrittlement effects of onboard hydrogen system
components, hydrogen embrittlement testing performed on several grades of high-
strength pipeline steels showed a loss in ductility that was, however, recoverable
when a charged steel was left for seven days at ambient temperature after charging.
It was concluded that control of cathodic protection systems may be more critical
on high strength steel pipelines [193]. An overview of the hydrogen compatibility
of materials can be found in [194].

Concerning specific engine components, intake manifolds of hydrogen inter-
nal combustion engines, in particular with port fuel injection, are mostly made of
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metal to withstand backfire. This measure is mainly taken for development and
dynamometer calibration work, since the limits for abnormal combustion have to
be established. For vehicle application and demonstration vehicles, calibrations
that effectively avoid abnormal combustion have to be employed.

6. Mixture formation and load control strategies

6.1. Introduction, classification of strategies
The wide ignition limits of hydrogen allow an engine to be operated at ex-

tremely lean air-fuel ratios compared to conventional fuels. Concepts for part-
load operation of hydrogen engines have been proposed using quantitative con-
trol, qualitative control as well as combined strategies. Quantitative control refers
to any approach that limits the amount of fresh charge introduced into the engine
in order to limit the power output while keeping the ratio of air to fuel constant.
On the other hand, qualitative control is used to describe systems that adjust the
air-to-fuel ratio usually by adjusting the amount of fuel introduced to the engine
while allowing maximum flow of air. The classification based on part-load opera-
tion is closely linked to the air-fuel ratio at which the engine is operated. Reports
of hydrogen engines being operated at stoichiometric as well as lean air-fuel ratios
have been published. The major advantages of operation at a stoichiometric air-
fuel ratio are the increased power output compared to lean-burn strategies as well
as the fact that a conventional aftertreatment system can be employed to reduce
NOx emissions. Lean-burn concepts, on the other hand, generally result in a sig-
nificant increase in achievable engine efficiencies. More recently, strategies that
employ both lean-burn as well as stoichiometric operation have been proposed
[195, 196].

Besides the above-mentioned classification that results from the specific prop-
erties of hydrogen as a fuel for internal combustion engines, the charging strategy
is another important factor to influence the performance and efficiency of hydro-
gen internal combustion engines. Supercharged operation has been evaluated as a
promising option to mitigate the significant reduction in power output related to
hydrogen operation with external mixture formation. From an efficiency stand-
point, turbocharging is considered the preferred option; however, reduced throttle
response and reduced exhaust energy compared to conventional fuel operation
make the implementation of a turbocharged hydrogen engine more challenging.

Although the self-ignition temperature of hydrogen is considerably higher
than that of conventional fuels (H2=585 oC, diesel is approx. 250 oC), which
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suggests using a spark plug as the ignition source, attempts have been made to op-
erate hydrogen engines with compression ignition. Successful operation of com-
pression ignition hydrogen engines has been reported for both large displacement
stationary engines [197, 198] as well as automotive-size engines [199]. More
recently, effort has been reported on hydrogen engines being operated in HCCI
mode [200] (see Section 6.2.4).

6.2. Mixture formation strategies
The proper design of the mixture formation process is crucial for achieving

high engine efficiencies while meeting more and more stringent emissions targets.
Similar to conventionally fueled engines, hydrogen engines have gone through
continuing improvement and refinement in terms of mixture formation strategies.

A primary classification of mixture formation strategies can be done based
on the location of mixture formation or the location of the hydrogen dosing de-
vices. External mixture formation refers to concepts in which hydrogen and air are
mixed outside the combustion chamber, whereas internal mixture formation refers
to concepts with hydrogen being introduced directly into the combustion chamber.
Some researchers have also proposed combined concepts with a combination of
external and internal mixture formation [201, 202, 203]. As indicated in Table 3,
the mixture formation strategy, especially in hydrogen operation, has significant
impact on the theoretical power output of the engine. The dramatic difference in
theoretical power output is mainly caused by the low density of hydrogen, result-
ing in a significant decrease in mixture density when external mixture formation
is being employed.

Using a classification based on the control of timing/quantity of the induced
fuel, one can differentiate systems that use carburetors, mechanically controlled
injection devices and electronically controlled fuel injectors. Modern hydrogen
combustion engines almost exclusively use electronically controlled fuel injection
systems; however, the requirements and specifications for these systems change
widely based on the injection location and the temperature of the injected fuel.
Generally, hydrogen injection systems for external mixture formation are oper-
ated at lower injection pressures (2 − 8 bar) compared to systems for hydrogen
direct injection (5−250 bar). Also, the exposure of injectors to in-cylinder temper-
atures and pressure in combination with increased injection pressures for internal
mixture formation systems still requires further injector development to reach pro-
duction standards in terms of durability [178]. Research and development has also
been performed on external mixture formation concepts with cryogenic hydrogen
[126, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208] posing challenges to the injection system due to
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extremely low temperatures (boiling temperature of hydrogen is approximately
−253 oC) and related issues, for example, injector icing.

Finally, a classification based on the resulting or intended mixture homogene-
ity allows grouping hydrogen combustion engines into homogeneous and strati-
fied concepts. Due to the relatively long time available for mixing of fuel and air,
all external mixture formation concepts can be considered homogeneous. How-
ever, internal mixture formation concepts with injection of fuel directly into the
combustion chamber allow influencing the mixture distribution and homogeneity.
This can be of particular interest to reduce the combustion duration and improve
the combustion stability at extremely lean conditions or to avoid NOx emissions
critical air-fuel ratios by purposely creating lean and rich zones.

The two single most prominent mixture formation strategies for hydrogen en-
gines are hydrogen port injection, which is being used in engine research as well
as vehicle demonstrations, and hydrogen direct injection, which is still in a re-
search stage. The following sections are intended to summarize the most typical
characteristics and variations of these mixture formation concepts. First, it is im-
portant to reflect on the energy cost of supplying low pressure (in case of port
injection) or high pressure (DI) hydrogen.

6.2.1. Supplying pressurized hydrogen
Introduction of hydrogen into the engine, either in the intake manifold or di-

rectly into the combustion chambers, requires hydrogen to be supplied at a certain
delivery pressure. The most efficient way of providing the required pressure de-
pends on the type of onboard storage as well as the pressure levels required for
injection. With compressed hydrogen storage at pressure levels up to 700 bar,
sufficient pressure even for high-pressure injection systems operating at pressures
above 100 bar is available. However, if no additional compressor is available,
the full amount of hydrogen stored in a compressed hydrogen tank cannot be uti-
lized. Assuming a storage pressure of 700 bar and an injection pressure of 100
bar, only 6/7 of the mass of hydrogen stored onboard can be used before the pres-
sure in the tank drops below the required injection pressure. Whether hydrogen
is compressed on- or off-board the vehicle, the energy required to compress hy-
drogen is significant. The minimal work required for compression of hydrogen
results from isothermal compression, which is approximated using cooled piston
compressors. Nonetheless, even under ideal conditions, the energy required to
compress hydrogen from 1 bar to 1000 bar requires more than 7 % of the heat-
ing value of hydrogen [209]. If hydrogen is stored onboard the vehicle in liquid
cryogenic form, compression can be accomplished more efficiently in the liquid
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state. This allows cutting the compression work by a factor of 5 to 6 compared to
gaseous compression. However, there are several remaining questions in construc-
tion and material selection of cryogenic pumps [209]. In addition, liquefaction of
hydrogen as employed in current large-scale processes requires about 30 % of the
energy content of hydrogen [209]. In order to avoid the compression step of liquid
hydrogen, ongoing research is performed on cryo-compressed hydrogen storage
systems [210, 211].

6.2.2. Spark ignition port injection
Hydrogen port injection is probably the most common hydrogen mixture for-

mation strategy and is employed in a variety of variants that differ in multiple
aspects including part-load control, air-fuel ratio and charging strategy. Before
evaluating the pros and cons of different mixture formation strategies, it is impor-
tant to understand the principal correlation between the air-fuel ratio and oxide
of nitrogen emissions that is applicable for all homogeneous mixture formation
concepts. Figure 18 shows a typical trace of oxide of nitrogen emissions as a
function of the equivalence ratio for homogeneous port injection operation. Com-
bustion of lean hydrogen air mixtures with fuel-to-air equivalence ratios of less
than 0.5 (λ > 2) results in extremely low NOx emissions. Due to the excess
air available in the combustion chamber, the combustion temperatures do not ex-
ceed the NOx critical value of approximately 1800 K [12]. Exceeding the NOx
critical equivalence ratio results in an exponential increase in oxides of nitrogen
emissions, which peaks around a fuel-to-air equivalence ratio of 0.75 (λ ∼ 1.3).
At stoichiometric conditions, the NOx emissions are at around 1/3 of the peak
value. The highest burned gas temperatures in hydrogen operation occur around
a fuel-to-air equivalence ratio near 1.1, but at this equivalence ratio, oxygen con-
centration is low, so the NOx concentration does not peak there [212]. As the
mixture gets leaner, increasing oxygen concentrations initially offset the falling
gas temperatures, and NOx emissions peak around a fuel-to-air equivalence ratio
of 0.75 (λ = 1.3).

In light of these dependencies of oxide of nitrogen emissions as a function of
air-fuel ratio, several operating strategies have been developed that mainly aim
at achieving acceptable power densities while simultaneously avoiding excessive
NOx emissions. Conversion engines based on conventional gasoline engines have
been operated on hydrogen employing a lean constant air-fuel ratio strategy. Us-
ing a conventional throttle and replacing the gasoline fuel system with hydrogen
injectors, one can easily implement this strategy [172, 213, 214]. Selecting an
equivalence ratio below the NOx emissions critical limit of φ ∼ 0.5 / λ ∼ 2 results
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in extremely low emissions signatures even without the use of any aftertreatment
system. Due to the relatively low combustion temperatures, the reduced thermal
load of the engine and the increase in required ignition energy for lean hydro-
gen air mixtures, this lean operating strategy also effectively avoids combustion
anomalies. Implementation of an engine with constant air-fuel ratio of φ ∼ 0.55
/ λ = 1.8 at a compression ratio of 14.5 resulted in an 18 % fuel economy im-
provement compared to the gasoline counterpart while meeting Transitional Low
Emission Vehicles (TLEV) emissions standards without any aftertreatment [215].
However, employing a constant lean air-fuel ratio strategy results in an even more
significant loss in power density than shown in Table 3 for stoichiometric opera-
tion. Assuming a constant fuel-to-air equivalence ratio of 0.5 (λ = 2) results in
a theoretical maximum power output of the hydrogen engine that is only about
50 % of a regular gasoline engine in stoichiometric operation (see Fig. 19). Thus
researchers have investigated the potential of using supercharging in combina-
tion with constant lean air-fuel ratio operation to mitigate the significant power
loss [216, 217]. This concept has also been implemented in several versions of
hydrogen-powered pickup trucks running at constant equivalence ratios around
φ ∼ 0.4 / λ ∼ 2.5 with compression ratios of up to 12:1 and boost pressures of
approximately 0.8 bar [218]. The theoretical maximum power output based on
a comparison of calculated mixture calorific values as a function of air-fuel ra-
tio assuming constant efficiencies is in the range of about 80 % compared to the
naturally aspirated gasoline counterpart (see Fig. 19).

As has been discussed earlier, a significant increase in engine efficiency (com-
pared to gasoline operation) can be accomplished employing a constant lean air-
fuel ratio operating strategy. The air-fuel ratio is generally set as high as possi-
ble to achieve acceptable power output while still meeting the emissions targets.
However, reducing the equivalence ratio was shown to even further improve en-
gine efficiencies with a peak at around λ = 3.3 / φ = 0.30. This peak results from
a local minimum of the losses due to increased burn duration and heat transfer as
well as the more favorable properties of the working fluid. Also a sharp decrease
in indicated efficiency was observed at λ = 4.5 / φ = 0.22 due mostly to greater
amounts of unburned hydrogen and a slower burn rate [163].

As a result, an operating strategy using a variable equivalence ratio as a func-
tion of engine load was evaluated both for naturally aspirated engines as well as
supercharged engines and vehicles. Implementation of this variable equivalence
ratio strategy in a range from 2 < λ < 5 / 0.2 < φ < 0.5 on a GM 454 spark
ignited PFI engine (commonly known as the Chevrolet Big Block) showed a more
than 20 % increase in engine power compared to a carbureted version without in-
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creasing the danger of backfiring [219]. The conclusions of this study also include
that as a consequence of the wide range of applied mixture composition, the range
of ignition timings is also wide. The injection timing shows significant influence
in the low load and speed region, and it is not critical in the high load and speed
region.

Another significant increase in power density can be achieved with super-
charging in combination with a variable equivalence ratio strategy. Drive-cycle
simulations based on steady-state engine efficiency and emissions maps of a su-
percharged 2.3 L hydrogen engine suggested a 3 % increase in fuel economy when
employing a variable equivalence ratio strategy compared to a constant λ = 2 /
φ = 0.50 strategy while simultaneously reducing NOx emissions by more than
80 %. Additional simulations simulating the hydrogen engine being operated in a
full hybrid-electric vehicle mode with a pre-transmission parallel hybrid architec-
ture suggest another almost 50 % increase in fuel economy while reducing NOx
emissions by more than 99 % compared to a conventional powertrain [220]. A
similar engine control strategy was used for propelling a hydrogen shuttle bus us-
ing a 6.8 L V-10 engine. Due to the lean-burn concept, the engine achieved a more
than 12 % better brake thermal efficiency compared to the gasoline counterpart at
1500 RPM and 2.62 bar brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) (Ford World Wide
Mapping Point [WWMP]). In-vehicle tests confirmed an increase in power output
enabling a more than 30 % reduction in 0 - 35 MPH acceleration time compared
to the natural gas counterpart while achieving near zero emissions [221].

An effective way to limit the power loss compared to gasoline or diesel en-
gines is by running hydrogen port-injection engines at stoichiometric air-fuel ra-
tios. However, stoichiometric port fuel injection operation is prone to combustion
anomalies and also requires an aftertreatment system to reduce the level of oxide
of nitrogen emissions. As indicated in Table 3 and Fig. 19, stoichiometric H2 PFI
operation results in a theoretical power density of approximately 86 % compared
to gasoline. A 6-cylinder 12 L displacement bus engine (MAN H 2866 UH01)
converted to bi-fuel operation was shown to achieve 170 kW in gasoline opera-
tion and 140 kW in stoichiometric port-fuel injected hydrogen operation, which
is approximately 82 % of the gasoline power output, confirming the theoretical
considerations. However, in order to avoid combustion anomalies, the compres-
sion ratio of the engine had to be reduced to as low as 7.5:1 [185]. With later
engine conversions by the same manufacturer, significant improvements could be
achieved by using solenoid-driven hydrogen injection valves instead of rotary hy-
drogen valves. The MAN H2876 UH01, a 12.8 L in-line 6-cylinder engine using
these improved injectors with sequential injection, achieved a peak brake thermal
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efficiency of 31 % in naturally aspirated stoichiometric hydrogen operation. As
can be seen from Fig. 18, stoichiometric hydrogen operation results in signifi-
cant amounts of NOx emissions. The MAN H2876 UH01 engine uses a reducing
catalyst with lambda control for emissions aftertreatment. Operated with slight
hydrogen surplus, the engine can be operated well below Euro 5 emissions levels,
which are mandatory since 2008 [185].

The previous mixture formation concepts employing hydrogen port injection
result in compromises either in terms of power density with lean air-fuel ratio ap-
proaches or engine efficiency with stoichiometric concepts. A potential solution
to this trade-off is combining lean-burn and stoichiometric operating strategies.
This concept has been proposed based on engine research results [12, 202, 222]
and has also been implemented in hydrogen demonstration vehicles [154, 195].
At low engine loads, the engine is operated at variable lean air-fuel ratios, result-
ing in good engine efficiencies and extremely low engine-out emissions. Once a
certain engine power demand is exceeded, the operating strategy is switched to
throttled stoichiometric operation. The NOx emissions critical operating regime
at equivalence ratios 1 < λ < 2 / 0.5 < φ < 1 is avoided, and a conventional
aftertreatment system can be used to reduce oxide of nitrogen emissions in stoi-
chiometric operation. Tests performed on a prototype demonstration vehicle with
a 6.0 L V 12 engine employing this operating strategy showed that the emissions
add up to only a fraction of the most stringent standards. The test results on a
FTP-75 cycle revealed NOx emissions as low as 0.0008 g/mi (3.9 % of the Super
Ultra Low Emission Vehicle [SULEV] standard) and hydrocarbon emissions that
were lower than the ambient concentration, indicating that this vehicle actively
reduces the concentration of certain emissions components [196].

The low density of hydrogen was shown to significantly reduce the power den-
sity with port fuel injection compared to conventional fuels. Calculations based
on a verified model have shown that the trapped air mass per cycle could be in-
creased by up to 16 % with cryogenic hydrogen port injection (injection tempera-
ture around 90 K) compared to ambient hydrogen injection [126]. This leads to a
significant increase in power output, making cryogenic injection an effective mea-
sure to increase the specific power of hydrogen engines [206]. However, this in-
jection strategy is only feasible in combination with cryogenic hydrogen onboard
storage, a technique with promising storage densities but significant challenges
due to the complexity of the tank and infrastructure.
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6.2.3. Spark ignition direct injection
Efforts to avoid combustion anomalies and increase the power density of hy-

drogen internal combustion engines while achieving near-zero emissions have
led to the development of injection systems for hydrogen DI operation. Similar
to common classifications for gasoline engines, hydrogen DI mixture formation
strategies have also been grouped in jet-guided, wall-guided, and air-guided con-
cepts [107]. Based on the start of injection (SOI), one can differentiate early DI
and late DI operation; however, no clear threshold between these two categories
has been defined. Figure 20 shows a schematic of different hydrogen DI strate-
gies and their respective injection timings. Early injection generally refers to any
hydrogen DI during the early compression stroke shortly after intake valve clos-
ing, whereas late DI refers to strategies with the injection late in the compression
stroke generally ending just before spark timing. In order to avoid displacement
of fresh charge by hydrogen of low density, the start of injection even for early
injection is usually set after intake valve closing. Aside from engine operation
with one injection pulse per cycle, results of multiple injection strategies with two
or more injection pulses per cycle have been reported [134, 175, 223].

Based on the required injection pressure, the terms low-pressure and high-
pressure DI have also been used in the literature. In order to flow hydrogen di-
rectly into the combustion chamber, the pressure inside the injection system has to
exceed the pressure inside the cylinder. However, only if critical injection condi-
tions are being reached, the amount of hydrogen injected into the engine becomes
independent from the cylinder pressure. This is critical for engine calibrations
and accurate fuel metering, with the amount of fuel determined only as a function
of injection pressure and injection duration. Critical conditions are obtained at
a pressure ratio of about 0.53 (see Section 2.4 for details) indicating that the in-
jection pressure has to be approximately twice the cylinder pressure to guarantee
critical conditions (choked flow). Therefore, operating strategies with early DI
require injection pressures in the range of approximately 5 to 20 bar, late injec-
tion strategies up to 100 bar and multiple injection strategies with injection pulses
during the actual combustion event of 100 to 300 bar [224]. The exposure of
the injector tip to in-cylinder pressures and temperatures with DI operation poses
significant challenges for developing durable injectors with accurate metering ca-
pabilities and high flow rates [178].

Injection timing during hydrogen DI operation has crucial influence on the
mixture distribution and, therefore, on the combustion characteristics. With early
injection, the injected fuel has sufficient time to mix with the air inside the com-
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bustion chamber and form an almost homogeneous mixture. With late injection,
only limited time for mixing is available, resulting in a stratified charge at spark
timing. Those basic trends were also confirmed by using three-dimensional CFD
simulation tools (e.g. [225]) and optically accessible engines (e.g. [226]).

The impact of the above-mentioned characteristics on NOx emissions behav-
ior is highly dependent on the engine load or the overall equivalence ratio, re-
spectively. Figure 21 shows the NOx emissions results as a function of start of
injection for various engine equivalence ratios at an engine speed of 2000 RPM
collected on a single-cylinder hydrogen research engine [227, 228]. Because the
engine is operated without throttling, the equivalence ratio corresponds to engine
load. The injector configuration for these investigations is a side-mounted DI in-
jector with a symmetrical 13-hole nozzle configuration (60o included injection
angle). At low engine loads, early injection results in extremely low NOx emis-
sions because the mixture at ignition timing is very likely to be homogeneous
[229]. Thus, the lean homogeneous mixture burns without forming NOx emis-
sions. Late injection at low loads, on the other hand, results in a stratified mixture
with hydrogen-rich zones, as well as zones with very lean mixtures or even pure
air. Although the overall mixture is still lean, the combustion of rich zones causes
a significant increase in NOx emissions. At high engine loads, this trend appears
to be inverted. Early injection results in homogeneous mixtures that approach sto-
ichiometry and produce high NOx emissions. Late injection is expected to result
in stratification, with zones that are even richer than stoichiometric, along with
lean zones. This kind of stratification avoids the NOx critical equivalence ratio
regime of λ ∼ 1.3 / φ ∼ 0.75 (see Fig. 18) and thereby reduces overall NOx
emissions.

Theoretical considerations on mixture calorific values and power densities
(Section 2) already led to the assumption that hydrogen DI operation results in
superior power densities compared to port injection operation with both hydrogen
and gasoline. Figure 22 shows a comparison of load sweeps as a function of the
equivalence ratio measured on a single-cylinder 0.5 L research engine [12]. In
the H2 DI case, an IMEP in excess of 13 bar was achieved, which is approxi-
mately 15 % higher than the peak IMEP in gasoline operation and more than 75
% higher than the peak IMEP in hydrogen port-injection operation. Because of
the displacement of air during the injection of hydrogen into the intake pipe and
the combustion anomalies that occur at high engine loads, the maximum achiev-
able mean effective pressure with external mixture formation is distinctly below
the values for gasoline. The pattern of the IMEP as a function of equivalence ra-
tio also shows differences between the two H2 mixture formation methods. Since
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during the direct injection of H2, the air amount remains almost constant with a
changing equivalence ratio (displacement effect is precluded because H2 is not
injected before the intake valves close), a leaner equivalence ratio under the same
load (or the same IMEP) is established compared with the external mixture forma-
tion with H2. Since both oxides of nitrogen emissions and engine efficiency are
strongly dependent on the equivalence ratio, DI operation is capable of achiev-
ing higher engine efficiencies and lower NOx emissions at the same engine load
compared to port injection.

The efficiency potential of hydrogen DI operation was demonstrated on a
single-cylinder Ford research engine, achieving an estimated peak brake thermal
efficiency of more than 45 % at an engine speed of 3000 RPM [178]. In order to
reflect realistic brake thermal efficiencies, the friction values of the single-cylinder
engine were not taken into account, but a friction mean effective pressure of 0.7
bar at 3000 RPM was estimated as typical for a low-friction multi-cylinder en-
gine. Even at part-load operation, hydrogen DI can be used for optimizing engine
efficiency. Although hydrogen’s wide flammability limits theoretically allow un-
throttled lean operation even at idling conditions, the relatively lean mixtures at
those operating conditions result in longer, less efficient combustion durations. A
study of basic injection strategies using a single-hole injector on a single-cylinder
research engine demonstrated that the combustion duration at low engine loads
(IMEP∼2.5 bar) at an engine speed of 2000 RPM could be reduced from more
than 50 oCA with early injection (SOI=100 oCA BTDC) to around 15 oCA with
late injection around 60 oCA BTDC resulting in an increase in indicated thermal
efficiency from 29 % to more than 34 % [230].

Although the efficiency improvement with hydrogen DI at low and part load
as well as high engine loads is significant, a trade-off between optimizing engine
efficiency and oxides of nitrogen emissions has been encountered. The above-
mentioned example with an increase in indicated efficiency from 29 to 34 % also
led to an increase in NOx emissions from around 5 ppm with early injection to
more than 100 ppm for the efficiency-optimized case [230].

In this respect, multiple injection has been demonstrated as an effective tool to
simultaneously achieve high engine efficiencies and low NOx emissions. Results
from a single-cylinder research engine suggest a NOx emissions reduction poten-
tial compared to single-injection strategies in excess of 95 % while still achiev-
ing acceptable engine efficiencies [134, 175, 223]. However, due to the short
time available for the injection pulse during the combustion phase, multi injection
strategies pose demanding challenges for the hydrogen injection systems both in
terms of pressure levels as well as required injector flow rates. Therefore, the
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demonstration of the potential of multiple injection strategies has so far been lim-
ited to fairly low engine speeds [223].

Hydrogen injectors for DI operation have to reliably operate at hydrogen sup-
ply pressures of up to 300 bar while the injector tip heats up to temperatures of
300 to 400 oC. It is estimated that a metering accuracy of approximately 2 % of the
actual flow rate with minimum injection durations as short as 0.1 ms and leakage
rates of less than 0.1 % of full flow are required for hydrogen DI injectors [224].
Although various injector designs and actuation systems including solenoid, mag-
netostrictive and piezo-electric have been considered, currently available injector
prototypes still do not meet the durability requirements needed for automotive ap-
plications. A major development goal should be to substantially increase injector
life from about 200 hours to 1000 hours. This would allow the development and
demonstration of an early stage multi-cylinder engine with advanced features and
material technology integrated in the DI fuel system. A longer term goal is to de-
velop and prove 20,000 hour level durability, with a production-oriented design,
through further fundamental materials research, accelerated testing on injector
rigs and full-scale engine validation [178].

6.2.4. Compression ignition direct injection
For further improvement in engine efficiencies, research has been performed

on hydrogen DI operation on compression ignition (CI) engines for both stationary
applications [197, 231, 232] as well as automotive engines [199]. Recently work
on hydrogen HCCI engine research on an optical engine [200] as well as dimethyl
ether (DME) assisted hydrogen HCCI operation [233] has been published. In all
cases, the high autoignition temperature of hydrogen compared to conventional
fuels has resulted in a limited operating range as well as high rates of EGR or
intake air pre-heating as prerequisites to achieve autoignition temperatures. In-
vestigations on an optical engine operated on hydrogen and heptane revealed that
for pure hydrogen HCCI the effect of intake air temperature was relatively small.
A 200 oC raise in intake temperature for λ = 1.6 − 2.0 / φ = 0.5 − 0.63 re-
sulted in slightly advanced autoignition phasing and also led to a 2.5 bar increase
in peak in-cylinder pressure, without causing much difference in the phasing of
peak pressure. For comparison, a 20 oC increase in intake air temperature for sole
heptane HCCI with λ = 1.4 / φ = 0.7 advanced the autoignition angle by 10
oCA and increased the peak pressure by about 3 bar [200]. Using DME to raise
the cetane number and stabilize HCCI combustion in hydrogen engines showed
a 13 % improvement in indicated thermal efficiency compared to pure hydrogen
operation. A peak indicated thermal efficiency of 42 % while achieving excep-
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tionally low NOx emissions close to zero could be demonstrated [234]. Exper-
imental investigations on a single-cylinder research engine specifically designed
for CI showed that stable compression ignition of hydrogen could be achieved em-
ploying induction air heating and supercharging without intercooling. However,
load ranges were limited to low and mid part load to avoid knocking phenom-
ena. These findings led to the development of a dual injection strategy in which a
first injection pulse delivered a small amount of fuel into the cylinder. Forming,
compressing and finally igniting an initial mixture around top dead center (TDC)
was used to generate temperature in the combustion chamber. A second pulse was
subsequently injected and almost immediately converted in a diffusion type of
combustion, completely inhibiting knocking phenomena. Making the combustion
system more stable and flexible by igniting the first pulse using a spark plug led
to an indicated efficiency of the high-pressure cycle of 44 % [199].

Whether hydrogen CI operation and hydrogen HCCI operation will be rele-
vant operating modes for hydrogen engines depends on their effective operation
ranges as well as efficiency and emissions characteristics. HCCI operation has
generally been limited to low engine speeds and loads. In light of the additional
complications with stable engine control in HCCI operation, it remains to be seen
whether significant improvements compared to conventional hydrogen operation
are achievable, since these conventional operating modes already offer excellent
engine efficiencies at low engine-out emissions levels at these operating condi-
tions.

6.3. Measures for NOx control
Due to the absence of carbon in the fuel, the regulated emissions of hydrogen-

powered internal combustion engines are theoretically limited to oxides of nitro-
gen. Carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbon (HC) as well as CO2 emissions are
expected to be virtually zero [12]. Measurements on a medium speed, externally
supercharged, single-cylinder research diesel engine type MAN 1L 24/30 oper-
ated on hydrogen showed CO2 emissions of less than 2 % compared to operation
on conventional fuel [197]. It is generally assumed that traces of hydrocarbon
emissions in the exhaust of hydrogen engines result from the combustion of the
lubricating oil.

As shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 21, the oxides of nitrogen emissions of hydro-
gen engines strongly depend on the engine load and air-to-fuel ratio. Methods
for reducing NOx emissions include engine internal measures, like multiple in-
jections, water injection or EGR as well as exhaust aftertreatment. Depending on
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the engine operating strategy, either a conventional 3-way catalyst or lean NOx af-
tertreatment have to be employed. Regular production-type catalysts were shown
to achieve a NOx conversion efficiency in excess of 99.5 % [202]. A BMW Hy-
drogen 7 vehicle equipped with a catalyst setup consisting of two monoliths – the
first one for the stoichiometric operating regime and the second one for reducing
NOx peaks that occur when switching from lean to stoichiometric operation –
achieved drive-cycle NOx emissions that were approximately 0.0008 g/mi, which
is equal to 3.9 % of the SULEV limit [196].

Although promising results in terms of NOx emission levels have been achieved
with 3-way catalysts, research has been performed on more elaborate lean NOx
aftertreatment systems, since the required stoichiometric operation for 3-way cat-
alysts to work properly results in a significant loss in engine efficiency compared
to lean operation. Measurements on a single-cylinder DI research engine revealed
an efficiency loss of 4 % with throttled stoichiometric operation compared to un-
throttled lean-burn operation at 2000 RPM and an IMEP of 8 bar [26]. Methods
to accomplish the reduction in oxides of nitrogen emissions generally consist of
a lean NOx trap as well as other optional components including 3-way catalysts
and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) converters. Initial results on a straight
6-cylinder diesel engine converted to hydrogen external mixture formation opera-
tion and equipped with a NOx absorption 3-way catalyst showed NOx emissions
reductions of more than 90 % with 3 % of the hydrogen fuel injected into the
exhaust [235]. An improved system employing hydrogen DI in combination with
a NOx storage-reduction (NSR) catalyst and an oxidation catalyst showed a NOx
conversion rate of 98 % with fuel penalties between 0.2 and 0.5 % [236]. Con-
cepts have also been patented in which the additional reducing agent injection in
the exhaust is avoided by switching operating modes from lean burn operation to
fuel-rich operation using EGR in order to purge the lean NOx trap [237, 238].

In the mixture formation sections, a number of strategies for NOx control
have already been discussed. Further provisions for engine internal NOx emission
reduction include measures to reduce the in-cylinder temperatures by employing
EGR and water injection [239]. Water injection was found to significantly reduce
NOx emissions with only slightly negative impact on engine efficiency [240].
However, although water injection is a very effective measure for NOx emissions
reduction, its practical application will depend on an efficient way of supplying
the liquid, e.g., by recovering and condensing it from the engine exhaust [241].

EGR is another solution for in-cylinder NOx emissions reduction. Research
on a single-cylinder engine showed that EGR application is an effective technique
for reduction of engine knock and NOx emissions at the expense of engine effi-
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ciency above 20 % EGR. The combustion knock values decreased substantially
by about 85 % and the NOx emissions reduced by about an order of magnitude
when EGR levels were increased from 0 to 35 % [242]. Although EGR results
in an engine efficiency loss compared to unthrottled lean operation, it can still be
a viable solution when stringent NOx emissions limits have to be reached since
efficiency improvements compared to throttled stoichiometric operation can be
accomplished [216]. An experimental study on a Ford 2.0L Zetec engine demon-
strated that emissions levels of oxides of nitrogen below 1 ppm can be achieved
by combining exhaust gas recirculation and a 3-way catalyst [243, 244]. Simula-
tion studies also concluded that the indicated thermal efficiency of cooled EGR is
slightly higher than that of a hot EGR strategy. By increasing the EGR percent-
age (whether cooled or hot), the indicated thermal efficiency increases firstly and
then decreases due to the unstable combustion at high EGR rates. The indicated
thermal efficiency is mainly influenced by the properties of the cylinder charge,
combustion duration and phasing as well as the wall heat losses. The combination
of these factors results in an increased indicated thermal efficiency with moder-
ate EGR levels; however, higher EGR levels result in decreased indicated thermal
efficiencies due to inefficient and unstable combustion [127].

6.4. Summary of possible control strategies
The preceding sections clearly demonstrate the flexibility of hydrogen as an

engine fuel. Consequently, the choices of operating strategies that enable a certain
power demand to be met while controlling NOx emissions are numerous. This is
illustrated in summarized form in the following.

At the lowest loads (including idling), the possible strategies, in ascending
order of brake thermal efficiency, are:

• Fixed stoichiometric operation, with throttling (and/or EGR) and aftertreat-
ment.

• Fixed lean equivalence ratio (lean of the NOx threshold) with throttling,
without any need for aftertreatment.

• Fixed ultra lean equivalence ratio, with throttling to ensure combustion sta-
bility, without any need for aftertreatment.

At low loads, again in ascending order of brake thermal efficiency:
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• Fixed stoichiometric operation, with throttling (and/or EGR) and aftertreat-
ment.

• Fixed lean equivalence ratio (lean of the NOx threshold) with throttling,
without any need for aftertreatment.

• Variable equivalence ratio (lean of the NOx threshold) with wide open throt-
tle, without any need for aftertreatment.

At medium loads:

• Fixed stoichiometric operation with throttling (and/or EGR) and aftertreat-
ment.

• Fixed lean equivalence ratio (lean of the NOx threshold) with supercharg-
ing, without any need for aftertreatment.

• Variable equivalence ratio (between stoichiometric and the NOx threshold
with wide open throttle and lean NOx aftertreatment.

The latter two generally result in higher efficiencies than the first strategy. Which
strategy enables the highest efficiency depends on the supercharging setup and
resulting losses of the second strategy compared to the fuel economy penalty in-
curred by the lean NOx aftertreatment for the third strategy.

At the highest loads:

• Fixed stoichiometric DI operation with aftertreatment.

• Fixed stoichiometric PFI operation with supercharging and aftertreatment.

• Fixed stoichiometric PFI operation with cryogenic fuel injection and af-
tertreatment.

• Fixed lean equivalence ratio (lean of the NOx threshold) with (high) super-
charging, without any need for aftertreatment.

Here the strategy giving the highest efficiency again depends on the systems cho-
sen for injection, supercharging, etc.

This list is not comprehensive; one could also discern, e.g., homogeneous from
stratified operations.
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7. Hydrogen safety

The unique properties of hydrogen require an adapted approach when lay-
ing out a safety concept for both hydrogen engine test cells as well as hydrogen
powered vehicles. The gaseous state of the fuel at ambient conditions in combi-
nation with the low density, wide flammability and invisibility of the gas as well
as its flames require amended measures to guarantee a safety level equivalent to
conventional fuels. When properly taking the unique properties into account by
facility designers, engineers and operators, hydrogen can be as safe as, or safer
than, gasoline or diesel fuel [188].

Differences in local codes and standards for hydrogen application and use
make it impossible to provide an all-inclusive summary of all hydrogen safety
aspects. Therefore, this chapter is rather meant as a summary of best-practice
recommendations based on the authors’ expertise and the limited number of pub-
lications in this area.

7.1. Test cell design
For a hydrogen flame to occur, both an ignitable hydrogen-air mixture and an

ignition source need to be present. When operating an internal combustion en-
gine in an enclosed space, it is practically impossible to avoid all ignition sources;
therefore, sources of ignition must be expected in the test cell. However, the
number of sources and particularly sources where hydrogen likely accumulates
(close to the test cell ceiling) should be minimized. It is also common practice
to de-energize all electric equipment when increased hydrogen concentrations are
detected [245]. Because ignition sources cannot be excluded from the test cell,
ignitable hydrogen-air mixtures have to be avoided through proper test cell venti-
lation.

7.1.1. Test cell ventilation
The ventilation capabilities of hydrogen test cells are generally designed much

larger than those for conventional fuels. For the layout of a hydrogen test cell, two
cases with different requirements for ventilation are considered: an enclosed test
cell and an open test cell located inside a hi-bay. Due to the natural convection and
large amount of air available in hi-bay settings, the hydrogen-specific ventilation
requirements are not as critical as for enclosed test cells. As a rule of thumb for
enclosed test cells, a minimum ventilation resulting in 1-2 full air exchanges per
minute has been established. In order to effectively remove heat created from
the test engine, as well as any hydrogen leakage, cross ventilation is widely used
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for enclosed hydrogen test cells. Fresh air is brought in close to the floor of the
test cell and removed from the test cell close to the ceiling after flowing past the
experimental setup. This setup results in a controlled flow of fresh air through
the test cell and also allows positioning of hydrogen sensors in strategic locations
throughout the test cell.

In addition to general test cell ventilation, fume hoods connected to an air
blower resulting in a constant stream of flow directly on top of the experimental
equipment have been used for hydrogen setups. Due to the number of hydrogen
connections in close proximity to the experimental setup and the use of prototype
injection equipment, one would expect that a hydrogen leak is most likely to occur
in that area. Using a fume hood with constant flow and a hydrogen sensor inside
the hood assures fast detection of hydrogen leaks and allows taking countermea-
sures immediately when a leak occurs [246].

Fume hoods are not only used in enclosed engine test cells but also in hi-bay,
open test cell settings. Due to the large volume available for dilution of hydro-
gen leaks in hi-bay settings, detection of a potential leak could take considerable
amount of time. Using hoods on top of the experimental equipment in combina-
tion with a hydrogen sensor placed inside the hood is an efficient way of detecting
hydrogen leaks, especially in hi-bay settings with no defined air flow pattern [247].

The routing of the crankcase ventilation in hydrogen engine applications also
requires special attention since measurements have shown hydrogen crankcase
concentrations in excess of 5 vol% [176]. Possible solutions for test cell setups
as well as vehicle applications include venting the crankcase to the atmosphere,
routing the crankcase ventilation into the test cell ventilation system as well as
variants of combining forced crankcase ventilation with an oil separator with or
without a catalyst to convert the hydrogen to water, after which the gases are
routed back into the intake manifold [147, 176].

7.1.2. Hydrogen sensors
For detection of hydrogen, several technologies are commercially available

including electrochemical, catalytic, thermal conductivity, semiconductor-based
and microelectromechanic sensors. An overview of sensor detection principles
and a comparison of sensor performance, including range, cross sensitivity, ac-
curacy, stability, cost, etc., can be found in [248]. Recommended locations for
hydrogen sensors include locations where hydrogen leaks or spills are possible,
at hydrogen connections that are routinely separated, where hydrogen could accu-
mulate as well as in building air intake and exhaust ducts [249]. When designing
a hydrogen detection system one should consider factors including detector re-
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sponse time, detection range, durability/lifetime of the detector, required detector
maintenance and calibration, potential cross sensitivity and area coverage.

A generally accepted and commonly used concentration for alarm activation
is around 1 vol% of hydrogen in air (equivalent to 25 % of the lower flammability
limit) [221, 245]. Other hydrogen detection systems use a progressive approach
with several warning and alarm limits that warn the operators at low detection
limits (e.g., 10 % of the lower flammability limit) and perform automated shut-
down of the hydrogen supply system and test equipment if a higher alarm limit is
reached. In addition to permanently mounted hydrogen sensors, most experimen-
tal facilities also use portable hydrogen detectors for both personal protection and
leak checking of hydrogen equipment.

7.1.3. Hydrogen flame detectors
A hydrogen-air flame is colorless, and any visibility is caused solely by impu-

rities. At reduced pressures, a pale blue or purple flame may be present. Severe
burns have been inflicted on persons exposed to hydrogen flames resulting from
the ignition of hydrogen gas escaping from leaks. Therefore, hydrogen detection
systems of various levels of sophistication have been developed and implemented
to protect operating personnel. Hydrogen flame detectors can be classified in the
following groups [250]:

• Thermal fire detectors classified as rate-of-temperature-rise detectors and
overheat detectors have been manufactured for many years and are reliable.
Thermal detectors need to be located at or very near the site of a fire.

• Optical sensors for detecting hydrogen flames fall into two spectral regions:
ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR). UV systems are extremely sensitive;
however, they are susceptible to false alarms and can be blinded in foggy
conditions. Infrared systems typically are designed for hydrocarbon fires
and are not very sensitive to hydrogen fires.

• Imaging systems mainly are available in the thermal IR region and do not
provide continuous monitoring with alarm capability. The user is required
to determine if the image being viewed is a flame. UV imaging systems
require special optics and are very expensive. Low-cost systems, using
lowlight silicon charge coupled device (CCD) video technology with fil-
ters centered on the 940- and 1100-nm emission peaks, have been used at
some facilities.
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• A broom has been used for locating small hydrogen fires, as a dry corn
straw or sage grass broom easily ignites as it passes through a flame. A
dry fire extinguisher or dust thrown into the air also causes the flame to emit
visible radiation. This technique should be used with care in windy, outdoor
environments in which the light hydrogen flame can easily be blown around.

The selection of a certain detection system should be based on the ability to detect
a flame at sufficient distance as well as the size of flames that can still be detected.
Other selection factors include response time, insensitivity to false alarms as well
as the possibility of automatic periodic checkups.

7.1.4. Hydrogen supply system
For most research and test applications, hydrogen is stored in cryogenic liq-

uid form or in compressed form. Typical pressure levels for compressed storage
range from 138 bar (2000 PSI) to 414 bar (6000 PSI). Liquid hydrogen is stored at
temperatures of -253 oC generally in insulated, passive storage systems, meaning
that no active cooling is provided. Despite the excessive insulation, the remain-
ing heat input causes liquid hydrogen to evaporate, which increases the pressure.
Liquid storage systems require continuous consumption to avoid pressure buildup
and ultimately blowoff of hydrogen.

The large volume requirements for hydrogen storage systems for both com-
pressed as well as cryogenic setups usually result in hydrogen being stored out-
doors or in dedicated fuel canopies. The hydrogen is then delivered to the test fa-
cility via hydrogen supply lines, thereby reducing the amount of energy stored in-
side the test facility. Also, any leaks resulting from connections of hydrogen cylin-
ders to supply manifolds that have to be opened and re-tightened when changing
out high-pressure cylinders are thus located outside where natural ventilation gen-
erally decreases the probability of a buildup of ignitable hydrogen-air mixtures.

Depending on the storage system as well as the application, the hydrogen fuel
is delivered to the test facility at widely varying pressures. For compressed stor-
age systems, several high-pressure cylinders are usually hooked up to a manifold
to allow extended uninterrupted test runs. For purging and safe leak checking of
the system, high-pressure helium is generally used, which is also connected to
the delivery system. For most setups, hydrogen or helium passes through manual
shut-off valves and check valves and is supplied to a pressure regulator. Once reg-
ulated to the appropriate delivery pressure, the hydrogen is fed to the experimen-
tal equipment after passing through several manual as well as solenoid-operated
safety valves. Using a cascade of solenoid-operated valves allows minimizing the
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amount of hydrogen that leaks into the test cell in case of a line rupture. In close
proximity to the engine, a fast-acting, normally closed three-way valve is used.
This valve can be remotely activated by the operator to supply hydrogen to the
engine whenever needed. If the engine does not rotate or a hydrogen leak is de-
tected, the three-way valve automatically closes. The normally open path of the
three-way valve is connected to a purge line which allows the engine hydrogen
supply line to be depressurized whenever the engine is not operating. The setup
with a close-to-the-consumer three-way valve has proven to greatly reduce the risk
of unintended hydrogen release into the engine through leaking injectors while
minimizing the amount of hydrogen that has to be released to the atmosphere.
For long-term shutdowns of the hydrogen supply system or if maintenance is re-
quired, hydrogen supply lines are usually purged to the atmosphere and purged
with compressed helium.

Accurate metering of the amount of consumed fuel is crucial for the quality
of any engine test experiment and provides a necessary baseline for calculation of
development-relevant characteristic numbers like engine efficiency or brake spe-
cific fuel consumption. Automated or manual monitoring of the fuel consump-
tion can also be used for leak detection, and therefore significantly adds to the
safety of hydrogen setups and testing activities. Over the last couple of years, a
continuing transition from conventional methods including positive displacement
pumps and gravimetric systems towards direct and continuous mass measurement
using coriolis meters has been observed [251]. For hydrogen applications, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has only accepted three methods
of hydrogen fuel consumption testing. These three methods are gravimetric mea-
surement; measurement of stabilized pressure, volume and temperature (PVT);
and coriolis mass flow measurement [252]. Recently another method similar to
the carbon balance that is used for fuel consumption calculations for conventional
vehicles based on exhaust emissions measurement has been proposed for hydro-
gen engines, and a detailed comparison of the methods has been provided [253].
Due to the extensive measurement equipment needed for this method, it has so
far only found application where a direct fuel consumption measurement is not
feasible [196].

Due to the good accuracy over a wide flow range and the direct measurement
of fuel mass, a coriolis meter seems to be the preferred method for hydrogen
engine testing [246]. For applications that require a range that cannot be covered
by a single coriolis meter, systems that switch from a low-range to a high-range
coriolis flow meter have been developed and implemented [188].
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7.2. In-vehicle applications
Even more so than for test cell design, it is practically impossible to avoid

all ignition sources on hydrogen-powered vehicles. In order to provide a level of
safety for hydrogen vehicles comparable to conventionally fueled cars, strategies
combining detection of hydrogen leaks and diluting concentrations of hydrogen
below the lower ignition limit have been developed. During regular vehicle opera-
tion, hydrogen sensors positioned in critical areas throughout the vehicle monitor
the hydrogen concentration. In case a hydrogen leak is detected, the measures
taken depend on the level of hydrogen concentration. Mitigation measures in-
clude, but are not limited to, advisory measures such as various levels of driver
warnings, active ventilation using additional fans as well as executive measures
such as disabling the starter relay or hydrogen supply [254]. Hydrogen sensors
are used in critical areas of hydrogen vehicles (engine compartment, hydrogen
storage area, passenger compartment) to allow the highest level of safety and an
early detection of potential hydrogen leaks. Due to the complex design of a vehi-
cle interior and the ventilation systems, 3-D CFD simulation in combination with
elaborate hydrogen release and detection tests have been performed to determine
the most efficient location for hydrogen sensors [255].

Both compressed hydrogen storage systems as well as cryogenic hydrogen
storage systems could potentially allow pressure buildup in case of malfunction
or accident. To properly address those risks, extensive tests of hydrogen storage
systems including crash tests as well as exposure to fire have been performed.
If properly designed, a hydrogen storage system will release hydrogen through
overpressure vents strategically positioned in the vehicle.

Measures to increase the safety of hydrogen vehicles also include training of
operators as well as potential rescue personnel. Therefore, rescue guidelines have
been developed to inform first responders to the different hazards associated with
hydrogen-powered vehicles [256].

8. Hydrogen internal combustion engine vehicles

Hydrogen internal combustion engines for automotive application are intended
to power vehicles and provide an equivalent level of drivability, range and safety
as conventional fuel vehicles. However, mainly due to the challenges of onboard
hydrogen storage, current hydrogen-powered internal combustion engine vehicles
have a limited range and in some cases reduced trunk space available compared to
their conventional fuel counterparts. Nonetheless, due to the immediate availabil-
ity of hydrogen combustion engines, the extensive knowledge in engine produc-
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tion, durability and maintenance as well as the capability of combustion engines
to run on both hydrogen as well as conventional fuels (in most cases, gasoline),
they are considered a bridging technology towards a widespread hydrogen infras-
tructure [1]. In this role, hydrogen internal combustion engine vehicles can be
considered early adopters to help establishing and expanding a hydrogen infras-
tructure and building public awareness.

Numerous hydrogen engine-powered vehicles ranging from two-wheelers to
passenger cars, pickup trucks to buses and off-road equipment have been de-
signed, built and tested over the last decades. The following section is limited to
selected hydrogen internal combustion engine vehicles; design studies and show-
cars are excluded from this overview.

8.1. History
The concept of operating an internal combustion engine on hydrogen is al-

most as old as the internal combustion engine itself. In 1807, François Isaac de
Rivaz of Switzerland invented an internal combustion engine that used a mixture
of hydrogen and oxygen for fuel. Rivaz designed a car for this engine – the first
internal combustion-powered automobile [257]. Patented by Jean Joseph Etienne
Lenoir in 1860, a gas-driven two-stroke engine with horizontal arrangement is
considered the first successful internal combustion engine. The engine was pow-
ered by hydrogen generated via the electrolysis of water [258]. As early as 1933,
Norsk Hydro operated an internal combustion engine vehicle on hydrogen pro-
duced from onboard reforming of ammonia [259]. The first hydrogen DI engine
dates back to 1933 when Erren Engineering Company proposed injecting slightly
pressurized hydrogen into air or oxygen inside the combustion chamber rather
than feeding the air-fuel mixture via a carburetor into the engine, a method that
commonly resulted in violent backfiring. The patented system required special
fuel injection and control mechanisms but left the other engine components intact.
With hydrogen used as a booster, the system eliminated backfiring and achieved
much better combustion of hydrocarbons with higher output and lower specific
fuel consumption [260]. In 1974, Musashi Institute of Technology introduced the
first Japanese hydrogen-fueled vehicle, called Musashi 1, using a 4-stroke hydro-
gen engine and high-pressure storage [261]. The Musashi 2, introduced in 1975,
was equipped with hydrogen manifold injection on a 4-stroke engine in combina-
tion with liquid hydrogen storage [261]. In 1977, Musashi 3 was presented using
a spark-ignited 2-stroke engine with hydrogen DI [262]. BMW in collaboration
with DLR introduced their first hydrogen vehicle in 1979.
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8.2. Hydrogen vehicle characterization
Hydrogen internal combustion engine vehicles can be characterized as either

conversion vehicles or dedicated vehicles, with conversion vehicles adapted for
hydrogen operation by either a vehicle manufacturer or an aftermarket supplier,
whereas dedicated hydrogen cars are specifically designed and built for hydrogen
operation by an original equipment manufacturer (OEM). Hydrogen cars have
also been built for mono-fuel operation with hydrogen as the only fuel as well as
bi-fuel solutions with hydrogen as well as gasoline as fuel options. Based on the
hydrogen onboard storage system, hydrogen cars can be grouped as compressed
hydrogen and cryogenic liquid hydrogen vehicles. Hydrogen as an engine fuel
has been applied to reciprocating internal combustion engines as well as rotary
engines. The following chapters give a brief overview of selected hydrogen ve-
hicles. Automobiles that use hydrogen as a combustion enhancer in combination
with another fuel are not considered in this overview.

8.3. Conversion vehicles
An example for a conversion truck with compressed hydrogen storage is the

ETEC H2ICE Truck Conversion based on a Chevrolet/GMC Truck Silverado/Sierra
1500HD Crew Cab 2WD LS converted to hydrogen operation by Electric Trans-
portation Engineering Corporation. The 6-seated light-duty pickup truck is pow-
ered by a 6.0 L V-8 engine with hydrogen port fuel injection. A belt-driven super-
charger in combination with an intercooler is used to increase the power output of
the engine. Hydrogen is stored in three 150 L, Type 3 (aluminum lined, carbon-
fiber reinforced) tanks at a storage pressure of up to 350 bar, which results in
approximately 10.5 kg of usable fuel. The vehicle has an estimated curb weight
of 3000 kg [217]. A performance, emissions and fuel economy study of this ve-
hicle at different air fuel ratios (2 < λ < 2.85 / 0.35 < φ < 0.50) showed fuel
consumption numbers between 4.1 and 4.5 kg of hydrogen per 100 km which is
energy equivalent to 15.5 and 17 L of gasoline per 100 km (13.8 to 15.2 mpg) at
NOx emissions levels in the Ultra Low Emissions Vehicle (ULEV) and Super Ul-
tra Low Emissions Vehicle (SULEV) ranges [263]. So far about 20 ETEC H2ICE
Truck Conversion vehicles have been built.

Quantum Tecstar has converted over 30 vehicles to hydrogen operation using
the Toyota Prius hybrid as a platform. Two compressed hydrogen tanks replace
the conventional gasoline tank, leaving the interior of the vehicle unchanged. The
converted Prius engine is turbocharged in order to increase the power output in
hydrogen operation. With a drivability similar to the gasoline counterpart, the
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Quantum Hydrogen Prius has an estimated range of 100 - 130 km per fill while
meeting SULEV emissions standards [264].

8.4. Bi-fuel vehicles
Since 1979, BMW has introduced six generations of hydrogen-powered inter-

nal combustion engine vehicles. The latest generation is the BMW Hydrogen 7
bi-fuel, a luxury sedan powered by a 6.0 L V12 engine. According to the man-
ufacturer’s claims, the BMW Hydrogen 7 vehicle has successfully completed the
process of series development, meaning that the vehicle and all components have
gone through the same design, manufacturing and quality control processes as
any other BMW vehicle. The new hydrogen model is built at BMW’s Dingolfing
Plant (Germany) parallel to the other models in the BMW 7, 6 and 5 Series, with
the drive unit in the BMW Hydrogen 7 coming like all BMW twelve-cylinder
engines from the BMW engine production plant in Munich (Germany). The en-
gine is equipped with two separate fuel systems allowing the vehicle to operate
on gasoline as well as hydrogen. Gasoline is injected directly into the combustion
chambers; hydrogen is injected into the intake manifolds of the naturally aspirated
engine [154]. The vehicle is equipped with a cryogenic hydrogen tank located in
the trunk of the vehicle in addition to the conventional gasoline tank. The cryo-
genic tank holds about 8 kg of liquid hydrogen which allows an estimated range
of 200 km in hydrogen operation and another 480 km on gasoline [265]. Approx-
imately 100 BMW Hydrogen 7 bi-fuel vehicles were built.

Since 1991, Mazda has developed several generations of hydrogen-powered
rotary engine vehicles with the Mazda RX-8 Hydrogen RE being the most recent
one unveiled in 2003. The hydrogen version of the Renesis engine is equipped
with an electric-motor-assist turbocharger that is used to maximize the effective-
ness of forced induction throughout the engine speed range [266]. The most recent
generation is equipped with two compressed hydrogen tanks with an operating
pressure of up to 350 bar, giving the vehicle a range of approximately 100 km
in hydrogen operation plus and additional 550 km on gasoline. A combination
of lean and stoichiometric hydrogen combustion operation results in a 23 % im-
provement in fuel economy compared to gasoline operation. The performance
of the vehicle meeting Japanese SULEV standards is reduced from 154 kW in
gasoline to 80 kW in hydrogen operation [201].

8.5. Dedicated hydrogen vehicles
The BMW Hydrogen 7 Mono-Fuel demonstration vehicle was built based on

the BMW Hydrogen 7 bi-fuel car to showcase the emissions reduction poten-
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tial of a dedicated hydrogen vehicle. On the hardware side, the most significant
changes are the removal of the gasoline fuel system including fuel injectors, fuel
lines, charcoal filters for tank ventilation and fuel rail. The two high-pressure fuel
pumps were also removed, which reduces the parasitic losses on the engine. For
stability reasons, the gasoline fuel tank remains in the vehicle because it is a struc-
tural element. The vehicles are equipped with improved catalysts. Independent
test results showed that these vehicles achieved emissions levels that were only
a fraction of the SULEV standard for NOx and CO emissions. For non-methane
hydrocarbon (NMHC) emissions, the cycle-averaged emissions were actually 0
g/mile, which required the car to actively reduce emissions compared to the ambi-
ent concentration. The fuel economy numbers on the FTP-75 test cycle were 3.7
kg of hydrogen per 100 km, which, on an energy basis, is equivalent to a gasoline
fuel consumption of 13.8 L per 100 km (17 mpg). Fuel economy numbers for the
highway cycle were determined to be 2.1 kg of hydrogen per 100 km, equivalent
to 7.8 L of gasoline per 100 km (30 mpg) [196].

Ford Motor Company has been evaluating hydrogen since 1997 as an alter-
native fuel option for vehicles with internal combustion engines. In 2001, Ford
presented the hydrogen engine-powered P2000 vehicle, the first production vi-
able, North American OEM hydrogen internal combustion engine vehicle. The
aluminum-intensive five-passenger family sedan was equipped with a highly op-
timized hydrogen port injection, 14.5:1 compression ratio, 2.0 L engine, gaseous
H2 fuel supply with an operating pressure of up to 250 bar and a triple-redundant
hydrogen safety system consisting of gas sensing as well as active and passive el-
ements. The hydrogen P2000 vehicle met SULEV standards for HC and CO and
emitted 0.37 - 0.74 g/mile of NOx while showing a metro cycle fuel economy im-
provement of up to 17.9 % relative to gasoline [215]. To demonstrate a commer-
cially viable hydrogen ICE-powered vehicle application, Ford fully engineered a
demonstration fleet of 30 E-450 shuttle buses with a 6.8 L Triton engine that runs
on hydrogen. The 8 to 12 passenger shuttle bus with a 4.5 m wheelbase and an
estimated gross vehicle weight of 6373 kg is equipped with a compressed hydro-
gen onboard storage system that holds up to 29.6 kg of hydrogen at a pressure of
350 bar with a resulting vehicle range of 240 to 320 km. The target specified for
the hydrogen powered shuttle bus is to meet 2010 Phase II heavy duty emission
standards [221, 254, 255, 267].

8.6. Overview of hydrogen vehicles
Table 4 summarizes the most relevant information for the hydrogen-powered

vehicles that were described in detail in the previous chapters. The summary
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includes technological aspects such as the type of engine used or the hydrogen
storage system as well as vehicle range for hydrogen and, if bi-fuel, gasoline, and
the number of vehicles produced or converted.

9. Hydrogen in combination with other fuels

9.1. Overview - motivation
The properties of hydrogen, in particular its wide flammability limits, make

it an ideal fuel to combine with other fuels and thereby improve their combus-
tion properties. Based on the mixture formation strategy, one can differentiate
between blended operation and dual-fuel operation. Blended operation refers to
combinations of hydrogen with one or several other gaseous fuels. Typically the
fuel is already stored and delivered to the engine in blended form using a sin-
gle carburetion or fuel injection system. In this respect, hydrogen is frequently
used to improve the lean-burn behavior of natural gas. On the other hand, dual-
fuel6 operation describes any combination of hydrogen and liquid fuels in which
several mixture preparation devices are used. These systems either use separate
storage and fuel systems for the different fuels or in some cases hydrogen may be
produced onboard.

9.2. Blends with hydrogen as a constituent
The main motivation for adding hydrogen to natural gas is to extend the lean

limit of natural gas. On the other hand, the low gravimetric storage density of
compressed hydrogen tanks can be significantly improved by blending hydrogen
with methane.

9.2.1. Natural gas dominated blends
Hydrogen has a burning velocity that is several times higher than that of

methane (see Section 2.2). An overall better combustion with the addition of
hydrogen to natural gas has been verified, even in a wide range of operating con-
ditions (lambda, compression ratio, etc.), generally showing benefits including a
higher efficiency, lower CO2 production and emissions [268, 269, 270]. Addition
of hydrogen to natural gas allows extending the lean limit of natural gas without
going into the lean misfire region, thereby achieving extremely low emission lev-
els that meet the equivalent zero emission vehicle (EZEV) requirements [268]. A

6Note that this definition is different from the commonly used one to denote the combustion of
a homogeneous gas-air mixture by diesel pilot injection.
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study on a turbocharged lean-burn SI engine operated on natural gas as well as
mixtures of hydrogen and natural gas (20/80 and 30/70 H2/natural gas by vol%)
demonstrated that it was possible to achieve lower NOx and total hydrocarbons
(THC) emissions without sacrificing engine torque or fuel economy [271].

Hythane R© is a registered fuel referring to mixtures of 20 vol% H2 and methane,
with the trademark being the property of Eden Innovations Ltd. The Denver
Hythane Project in 1991 showed a more than 75 % reduction in CO and NOx
emissions when using hythane instead of natural gas [272].

9.2.2. Hydrogen dominated blends
Adding methane to hydrogen significantly improves the storage density of

compressed storage systems, and therefore increases the vehicle range of gaseous
fueled vehicles. Blending hydrogen with 5 vol% of methane increases the stored
energy content by 11 %, while a 20 vol% blend of methane with hydrogen in-
creases the stored energy content by 46 % compared to neat hydrogen [273].
Tests performed on a single-cylinder research engine operated on hydrogen as
well as 5 and 20 vol% blends of methane showed a slight reduction in NOx emis-
sions with increased methane content while engine efficiencies decreased with in-
creased methane content especially at low engine loads [274]. Vehicle-level tests
on a Mercedes Benz E 200 NGT, a bi-fuel gasoline - natural gas vehicle that was
adapted to operate on gasoline, natural gas, hydrogen and any H2/natural gas mix-
ture showed up to 3 % improvement in brake thermal efficiency when operated
with hydrogen compared to gasoline [168].

9.2.3. Multiple gas blends
Multi gas blends can result from pyrolysis, the carbonization of biomass, ther-

mally utilizable waste substances or excess gases containing H2 that arise from
chemical processes. Gases containing H2 help shift the lean-burn limit towards
greater amounts of excess air than with natural gas. This effect causes mean com-
bustion chamber temperatures to sink while NOx emissions are reduced to a very
low level. Depending on the amount of hydrogen and other gas components, it
is possible to attain NOx values of under 5 ppm. These H2-rich gas mixtures
also have a neutral influence on the degree of efficiency even with extremely high
amounts of excess air. The background of this property lies in the considerably
higher laminar burning velocity of hydrogen. In the case of coke gas (60 % H2),
the laminar burning velocity at λ = 2 / φ = 0.5 is the same as that for natural
gas at λ = 1.1 / φ = 0.9. Especially in the lower and medium load range this
effect can be utilized directly resulting in an efficiency increase of up to 2 % with
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operation using pure hydrogen compared with natural gas [275]. The power out-
put is limited with turbocharged lean-burn gas engines operating with H2-rich gas
mixtures, especially due to the turbocharging unit.

9.3. Dual-fuel applications
Dual-fuel application of hydrogen with diesel and biodiesel as well as gaso-

line and alcohol fuels aims at improving combustion properties, hence reducing
emissions and increasing fuel conversion efficiencies.

9.3.1. Diesel and biodiesel
Engine testing as well as chassis dynamometer testing of a GM 1.3 L 53kW

diesel engine operated on 20 % bio-derived / 80 % petroleum-derived diesel fuel
(B20) with up to 10 % hydrogen addition of the total fuel energy showed a slight
decrease in NOx emissions and slightly increased exhaust temperatures at con-
stant engine efficiencies with no negative impact on engine performance or driv-
ability [276].

Use of biodiesel and vegetables oils has been reported to result in reduced
thermal efficiencies and increased smoke numbers. Injection of hydrogen in the
intake showed a consistent reduction in smoke, CO and HC emissions for opera-
tion on diesel fuel as well as Jatropha oil. Up to a hydrogen mass share of 5 % a
simultaneous increase in brake thermal efficiency of up to 2 % is observed at full
load. The faster heat release rate with addition of 10 mass% of hydrogen results in
a 10 % increase in NO emissions at full load for diesel as well as Jatropha [277].

Experiments were also conducted on onboard production of hydrogen-rich gas
to assist partially premixed charge compression ignition engine operation on ultra
low sulfur diesel (ULSD) as well as rapeseed methyl ester (RME). It was con-
cluded that hydrogen-rich gas produced by exhaust gas fuel reforming can pro-
mote partially premixed compression ignition and result in improved performance
and reduced emissions [278].

9.3.2. Gasoline and alcohol fuels
Test results on a GMC 2500 Sierra 4WD pickup truck showed a fuel con-

sumption reduction relative to pure gasoline operation of approximately 3 % in
city driving and 4 % in highway driving. The operating strategy for this dual-fuel
pickup truck consisted of a variable substitution rate of gasoline with hydrogen
ranging from 100 % at idle and very light load to 0 % substitution at full load to
avoid any power loss. The average substitution rate of 40 to 50 % resulted in a
vehicle range in dual-fuel application of 110 to 180 km using a single 350 bar 150
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L compressed hydrogen tank. For a similar vehicle using an identical operating
strategy emissions reduction for CO, NOx and THC emissions of approximately
20 to 28 % were observed [279].

Tests carried out on a single-cylinder research engine at compression ratios of
7:1, 9:1 and 11:1 and blend ratios of 0, 20, 40, 60 and 80 vol% of hydrogen in
ethanol showed increasing brake thermal efficiencies of up to 4 % with increased
compression ratio as well as a hydrogen fraction up to a level of 60 vol%. The
hydrogen addition also resulted in higher peak pressures and faster rates of heat
release [280]. However, due to the addition of low-density hydrogen in the intake
manifold, the brake power of the engine is reduced by up to 10 % compared to
operation on neat ethanol.

10. Filling in the blanks

As is apparant from the preceding sections, significant progress in hydrogen-
fueled engines has been made lately in terms of achievable power density, effi-
ciencies and emissions. However, it is also clear that some issues still need to be
addressed. Here, an attempt at listing some of these is presented.

Concerning the “fundamentals”, the following questions still remain open:

• Quenching distance: in order to substantiate or disprove the crevice com-
bustion hypothesis as a possible cause for backfire occurrence (see Section
5), more quantitative data are needed on the dependence of the quenching
distance on mixture composition, pressure and temperature. This also is an
important parameter for engine heat transfer, as described in Section 3.4.

• Surface ignition: it would be good to obtain insights into the specific mech-
anisms of surface ignition, as this can cause backfire and pre-ignition, which
both limit the operational range of hydrogen engines.

• Autoignition temperature: as described in Sections 2 and 4 there is no
octane-type measure for hydrogen’s knock resistance, and widely varying
and sometimes contradictory claims can be found in the literature. A de-
tailed study reporting autoignition behavior of different hydrogen mixtures
under engine conditions would probably remove much of the current con-
fusion.

• Laminar combustion data: as Section 2.2 reviews, there are little to no data
available on the laminar burning velocity, the stretch rate dependence and
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laminar flame stability at engine conditions, of hydrogen mixtures. As this
is an important parameter for engine modeling work (Section 3), this is an
important area for further study. Both experimental data on burning veloci-
ties and reaction mechanism validation at engine conditions are needed.

• Engine cycle computation sub-models: next to laminar burning velocity
data, there is a strong need for a turbulent combustion model that incorpo-
rates differential diffusion as a defining characteristic of laminar and tur-
bulent hydrogen combustion (Section 2.3). Other sub-models needed for a
complete engine cycle calculation are jet formation and ignition models as
well as an in-cylinder heat transfer model (Sections 2.4 and 3.4).

Relating the engine hardware, the single most important component needing
further development is clearly the hydrogen DI injector, as maximum flow rate
and durability are currently the main culprits.

In terms of optimizations, or engine software, lots of conditions are still to
be explored for DI operation, given the large flexibility of this mixture formation
concept: works reporting the impact of injector location, nozzle design, injection
pressure, multiple injections, injection strategy, etc., have just recently started.
Accurate but computationally efficient engine models would be of great benefit to
this optimization process if they could be developed.

Finally, a number of laboratory experiments have been reported here that look
very promising but remain to be proven in the field. Thus, demonstration of these
concepts would be very interesting. Current vehicles are limited to some operating
strategies, so further testing is required to assess the practicality, durability and
actual performance of the more complex but potentially significantly improved
operating strategies demonstrated on engine test benches.

11. Conclusion

Hydrogen seems to be a viable solution for future transportation, and the hy-
drogen internal combustion engine could act as a bridging technology towards a
widespread hydrogen infrastructure, since hydrogen combustion engine vehicles
can initially be designed for bi-fuel applications. Although hydrogen is the most
abundant element in the universe, it is not readily available in its molecular form
and has to be produced using other energy sources. Hydrogen is therefore consid-
ered an energy carrier rather than an energy source. In order for hydrogen vehicles
to become commercially feasible, challenging tasks in hydrogen production, dis-
tribution and storage have to be addressed.
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The unique properties of hydrogen compared to both conventional liquid fu-
els like gasoline as well as gaseous fuels like methane make it a challenging yet
promising fuel for internal combustion engine applications. In particular, the low
density of 0.08 kg/m3 at 300 K and 1 atm, the wide flammability limits ranging
from 4 to 75 vol% of hydrogen in air and the low minimum ignition energy of
0.02 mJ require special attention when employing hydrogen as an engine fuel.
Due to the low density the mixture calorific value as a measure for theoretical
power output is 14 % lower than gasoline for mixture-aspirating operation; how-
ever, air-aspirating operation results in a theoretical increase in power output of
19 % compared to the gasoline baseline. Also, the laminar burning velocity at sto-
ichiometric conditions at 360 K of approximately 290 cm/s is a factor of 6 higher
than that of gasoline or methane.

As the wide flammability limits allow hydrogen engines to be operated with
substantial dilution (excess air or EGR), the laminar burning velocity and laminar
flame stability can vary widely, and consequently are important parameters. The
influence of the flame stretch rate on the burning velocity and flame stability is
likely significant. Currently, there is a lack of data at engine conditions. Both
experimental data and chemical reaction mechanism validation at these conditions
are needed.

Most modern hydrogen combustion engines employ fuel injection, either in
the intake manifold or directly into the combustion chamber. In order to allow
accurate metering of the amount of fuel injected into the engine, critical pressure
conditions are generally used for the injection process requiring the hydrogen sup-
ply pressure to be approximately twice the back-pressure. The ratio of the largest
scales versus the smallest scales to be considered during an injection event, of
approximately 4000, precludes direct numerical simulation of the injection event,
and various approaches to accurately simulate the hydrogen injection process have
been developed. More advanced combustion concepts require consideration of ig-
nited hydrogen jets, which have been studied experimentally as well as by using
3-D CFD simulations but which could benefit from further study.

The turbulent combustion of hydrogen mixtures has been investigated exper-
imentally and numerically, highlighting some pecularities of hydrogen combus-
tion, with much larger burning velocity enhancements through turbulence for lean
(unstable) mixtures than for stoichiometric or rich (stable) mixtures. Very few
models have been proposed to take this into account and remain to be validated.
Thus, many uncertainties remain in the modeling of the combustion in hydrogen
engines, with additional complexity due to currently inaccurate sub-models such
as in-cylinder heat transfer.
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The same properties that make hydrogen such a desirable fuel for internal
combustion engines are also responsible for abnormal combustion events associ-
ated with hydrogen. In particular, the wide flammability limits, low required ig-
nition energy and high flame speeds can result in undesired combustion phenom-
ena generally summarized as combustion anomalies, including surface ignition
and backfiring as well as autoignition. Backfiring is limited to external mixture
formation operation and can be successfully avoided with DI operation. Proper
engine design can largely reduce the occurrence of surface ignition. Autoigni-
tion is a topic of controversy, and a wide range of octane ratings for hydrogen
as fuel has been reported. Evaluating the guidelines for determinating the most
common octane ratings, motor octane number and research octane number, leads
to the conclusion that these methods must not be applied to hydrogen as a gaseous
fuel. Comparative analysis of knock intensities of gasoline and hydrogen revealed
that knocking pressure traces exhibit similar peak amplitudes as well as similar
durations and decays of pressure oscillations.

A dedicated design for a hydrogen internal combustion engine should include
the ignition system and spark plugs, a hydrogen fuel-injection system, a properly
sized engine cooling system as well as proper design and selection of lubrication
and materials. A wide variety of mixture formation strategies have been developed
for hydrogen engine applications, with hydrogen port fuel injection and hydrogen
direct injection as the two most common concepts. Inherent disadvantages of
port fuel injection include a lower power density compared to gasoline engines
as well as operational limitations due to the occurrence of combustion anoma-
lies. However, due to the simplicity of the concept, the availability of dedicated
fuel-injection systems and the straightforward conversion process of conventional
engines, hydrogen port fuel injection is widely used mainly for demonstration
vehicle applications. The wide ignition limits allow hydrogen port fuel injected
engines to operate unthrottled, and therefore efficiently, over the entire operating
regime. The dependence of the only relevant emissions component in hydrogen
operation, oxides of nitrogen, is well documented. At fuel-to-air equivalence ra-
tios, φ, of less than 0.5 (λ > 2), the engine operates without creation of NOx
emissions; increasing the fuel-to-air equivalence ratio beyond this critical thresh-
old results in a sharp increase of NOx emissions with a peak around φ ∼ 0.75
and a slight decrease when approaching stoichiometric mixtures. Measures to in-
crease the power density of port fuel injected hydrogen operation mainly focus on
charging strategies. Hydrogen direct injection opens up another array of variables
for influencing the mixture formation and combustion process. Optimizing oper-
ational parameters like fuel injector location and nozzle design, injection pressure
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as well as injection strategy can be used to influence the mixture distribution and
thereby engine efficiency and NOx emissions characteristics. A 15 % increase
of power density in hydrogen DI operation compared to gasoline operation has
also been demonstrated, and extrapolations from single-cylinder engine efficiency
data suggest that a brake thermal efficiency of 45 % is achievable. However, due
to the limited availability of high-pressure hydrogen injection equipment, hydro-
gen direct injection strategies are still in a research stage. Hydrogen direct injec-
tion using a multiple injection strategy has also been demonstrated as an effective
measure for significant NOx emission reductions of up to 95 %. Other emissions
reduction provisions include engine internal measures like EGR and water injec-
tion as well as aftertreatment concepts including 3-way catalysts as well as lean
NOx traps.

The unique properties of hydrogen also require special attention when de-
signing a safety concept for both test cell applications as well as in-vehicle ap-
plications. In practical applications, the presence of ignition sources cannot be
excluded; hence, proper ventilation to avoid buildup of ignitable mixtures be-
comes a necessity. Since hydrogen gas as well as hydrogen flames are invisible
to the human eye, hydrogen flame cameras as well as hydrogen detectors have
been developed for increased safety. Especially for engine test cell applications, a
properly designed hydrogen fuel supply system can significantly add to the overall
safety.

Hydrogen internal combustion engine vehicles have a long history, with the
earliest attempts dating back to 1807. Major contributions to the development
and demonstration of hydrogen internal combustion engines have been made by
Musashi Institute of Technology, BMW as well as Ford Motor Company. Modern
H2ICE vehicles have shown emissions levels that are only a fraction of the most
stringent standards while exceeding the fuel economy numbers of their conventional-
fuel counterparts. Apart from use as a neat fuel, hydrogen is also considered as a
combustion enhancer, as a blending agent with gaseous fuels and bi-fuel applica-
tions with both gasoline- and diesel-type fuels.

Finally, although the H2ICE has made significant progress recently, there re-
main many topics requiring further investigation, ranging from fundamentals to
demonstrations.
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Figure 1: Volumetric and gravimetric energy storage densities of compressed gaseous hydrogen
(GH2) and liquified hydrogen (LH2): DOE targets and current levels compared to gasoline and
lithium ion batteries.
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Figure 2: Laminar burning velocities plotted against air-to-fuel equivalence ratio, for NTP
hydrogen-air flames. Experimentally derived correlations from Liu and MacFarlane [51], Mil-
ton and Keck [52], Iijima and Takeno [53] and Koroll et al. [54]. Other experimental data from
Taylor [47], Vagelopoulos et al. [48], Kwon and Faeth [49] and Verhelst et al. [50].
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Figure 3: Schlieren photographs of a λ = 1.43 / φ = 0.7, 365 K, 1 bar H2-air flame. Time interval
between frames: 0.641 ms.
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Figure 4: Development of a λ = 1.43 / φ = 0.7, 365K, 1 bar H2-air flame [46].
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Figure 7: Schlieren photographs of a λ = 1.25 / φ = 0.8, 300 K, 5 bar H2-air flame, time interval:
0.385 ms.
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Figure 8: Illustration of the “bending” of ut versus u′: ut initially increases with increasing u′,
reaches a maximum and then decreases again until flame quenching occurs.
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Figure 14: Typical cylinder and intake manifold pressure traces with pre-ignition (solid lines),
compared to regular pressure traces (dotted lines).
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Figure 15: Typical cylinder and intake pressure traces for backfiring cycle (solid lines), compared
to regular pressure traces (dotted lines).
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Figure 16: Typical cylinder pressure trace for light knocking cycle.
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Figure 17: Typical cylinder pressure trace for heavy knocking cycle.
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Property Hydrogen Methane Iso-octane
Molecular weight (g/mol) 2.016 16.043 114.236
Density (kg/m3) 0.08 0.65 692
Mass diffusivity in air (cm2/s) 0.61 0.16 ∼0.07
Minimuma ignition energy (mJ) 0.02 0.28 0.28
Minimuma quenching distance (mm) 0.64 2.03 3.5
Flammability limits in air (vol%) 4-75 5-15 1.1-6
Flammability limits (λ) 10-0.14 2-0.6 1.51-0.26
Flammability limits (φ) 0.1-7.1 0.5-1.67 0.66-3.85
Lower heating value (MJ/kg) 120 50 44.3
Higher heating value (MJ/kg) 142 55.5 47.8
Stoichiometric air to fuel ratio (kg/kg) 34.2 17.1 15.0
Stoichiometric air to fuel ratio (kmol/kmol) 2.387 9.547 59.666

Table 1: Hydrogen properties compared with methane and iso-octane properties. Data given at
300K and 1 atm. a: corresponding equivalence ratios given in text.
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Property H2-air, H2-air, CH4-air, C8H18-air,
λ = 1 λ = 4 λ = 1 λ = 1
φ = 1 φ = 0.25 φ = 1 φ = 1

Volume fraction fuel (%) 29.5 9.5 9.5 1.65
Mixture density (kg/m3) 0.850 1.068 1.123 1.229
Kinematic viscosity (mm2/s) 21.6 17.4 16 15.2
Autoignition temperature (K) 858a >858a 813a 690a

Adiabatic flame temperature (K) 2390 1061 2226 2276
Thermal conductivity (10−2W/mK) 4.97 3.17 2.42 2.36
Thermal diffusivity (mm2/s) 42.1 26.8 20.1 18.3
Ratio of specific heats 1.401 1.400 1.354 1.389
Speed of sound (m/s) 408.6 364.3 353.9 334.0
Air-to-fuel ratio (kg/kg) 34.2 136.6 17.1 15.1
Mole ratio before/after combustion 0.86 0.95 1.01 1.07
Laminar burning velocity, ∼ 360K (cm/s) 290 12 48 45
Gravimetric energy content (kJ/kg) 3758 959 3028 3013
Volumetric energy content (kJ/m3) 3189 1024 3041 3704

Table 2: Mixture properties of hydrogen-air, methane-air and iso-octane-air. Data given at 300K
and 1 atm (with the exception of the laminar burning velocity, given at 360K and 1 atm). a: see
text.
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Hydrogen Methane Iso-octane
PFI 86 % 92 % 100 %
DI 119 % 100 % 100 %

Table 3: Theoretical power densities of hydrogen-, methane- and iso-octane-fueled engines.
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